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At i'ts mceting'in Strasbourg on 7 Decarnber 196f tke Joi,nt Committee ilecideil, in compliance wdtk Articte 14 of
the Rules of Proceilure, to subwti.t a report to the Parl,iamenlary Confercnce of tha Associ,al,ion on lhe fourtk annwal
rchwt atu thc a,ctiai,ti,es of the Associati,on CownciL
At this meeting, Mr. Ed,ouard, Ebagnitckie was appoinled, rafpodeur, in apcwd,ance with Article 16 of the Rutes
of Procedwre.
Tki's repofi uas unan'i,mously apptoaed, bv the Joi,nt Corumi,tl,ee at the mceti,ng i.t hel,il in Brazzaoill,e lrom ltt to
76 October 1968.
The folloui,ng were present: Mv. Si,ssoho (Mali,), Ckai,rrnan; Mr. Thoyn, Vice-Ckai,rrnan; Mr. Ebagni,tchi,e (Iaory
Coost), Rapporteur; Messrs, Achenback, Ai,gwr, Armengawd, Briot, Cali,fi,ae (d,eputi,zi,ng for Mr. Carboni,), Ngoo
Mebe (Cameroon), Coli'n, Maulownd,a (Congo-Brazzaai,lle), Deurul,f, Bowanga (Gabon), Geilack (d,eputi,zi,ng forMr. Carcassonnn), Gl,i,nne, Hakm, Lawdri,n, Rahotozafi,mahery (Mad,agasca,r), Moharncd, Fall Babaha (Mawri,tania),.
Metzger, Mttller (ilefuti'zi,ng for Mr. Ped,i,n'i,), Perret (Ni,ger), Bi,camurnpaha (Rwanl,a), Gui.tlabert (Senagal),
Ahmed, Goumane Roblo (Somalia), Spdnale, Kowtl,an Kowrna, (Togo), Westerterp (defutizi.ng for Mr. Sahwi.jt).
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II
I-Introiluction
1. The Parliamentary Conference of the
Association is being called upon for the fourth
time to comment on the activities of the Association
between the European Economic Community and
the 18 African and Malagasy States sigratory to
the Yaound6 Convention.
It is important to stress that the Conference,
in its function as the. institution responsible for
exercising political control, has played a very
necessary part in keeping the general public
informed in the 24 partner States on all the
problems arising in the relations between the EEC
and the AAMS. In fact, this has been possible
because all the members of the Association- have
never ceased to affirm their determination to
carry on this common endeavour with a view to
promoting together the economic and social
progress of their peoples.
2. This determination to uphold the Association
is now even stronger because the results in the
form of an international solution to the problem
of underdevelopment which the third world,
particularly the AAMS, hoped would follow from
the efforts made, notably by the United Nations
Trade and Development Conference have not been
forthcoming.
There is, on the other hand, no lack of proof
of the success of the Association. It is thus dasy
to understand that this form of co-operation
exercises an attraction for other African countries.
The Associated African and Malagasy States
cannot but be gratified that their European
partners are widening their scope in this context;
and it is worth remembering that it was the faith
these States had in this original endeavour that
has made the Association what it has now become.
This common faith should spnr us not to relax
our efforts but, at the same time, it should prompt
us to see to it that the Association is increasingly
consohant with the needs of the AAMS so that it
may achieve in fuIl the aims which it set fo1
itself.
3. Following the meetings in Dakar, Rome,
Abidjan and Strasbourg, the Antananarivo session
represents an important milestone in co-operation
between the European Economic Community and
the Associated States because it offers the members
of the Parliamentary Conference of the Association
an opportunity, in this pivotal year of the
Association, to look back and assess not only how
the Yaound6 Convention has been appliecl but
also and, above all, to compare notes on the
prpblems involved in renewing this Association.
We can thus help endow the Association ftith
new means for action, in the light of the experience
of the two previous Conventions and bearing in
mind the imperatives of increased co-operation
between Europe and Africa, so that this great
common endeavour which is the Association may
be still further strengthened.
4. With this object in view, the observations
and suggestions which the Conference puts forward
when it deals with the fourth anflual report of the
Association Council will, by virtue of today's
circumstances, assume special significance.
The members of the Joint Committee, guided
by a spirit of frank and constructive co-operation,
made an active contribution at the meetings il
Brussels and BrazzavtlTe to the drafting of the
report which we have the honour to submit to the
Parliamentary Conference.
5, This report reviews the operation of the
Institutions, the progress of trade, financial and
technical co-operation and the right of estab-
lishment.
The last part of the report concerns the
problems relating to the renewal of the Yaound6
Convention and questions which might arise
should a transitional period prove necessary to
ensure the continuity of the Association system in
-the event of any delay in the entry into force of
the- new Convention.
tr-Activities of the Tnstitutions
(a) Associati,on Council, and, Cornrn'ittee
6. The parliarnentarians of the Association are
aware how important it is for the Institutions
created by the Yaound6 Convention to frtnction
smoothly and they have always stressed the
essential rdle of the Association Council-the only
political, decision-taking body.
It was in view of these conditions that the
Parliamentary Conference was persuaded in
December 1967-following the pertinent comments
made by Mr. Troclet to the Joint Committee (1)-that the Council should hold more frequent
meetings so as to avoid any hiatus in the work
of the Institutions. Yet the Council only held one
meeting during the period covered by lhis report
and that was in Kinshasa on 23 July 1968.
7. The outcome of the meeting was on the whole
positive and this deserves to be underlined; the
results reflect the importance of the increasingly
detaiied discussions held between Association
partners.
The main decisioh taken by the Council
embodied the unanimous determination of the
24 States to continue the Association when the
present Convention expires. Arrangements have
thus been made for this purpose to open negotiations
pursuant to Article 60 of the eonvention; these
are to begin at ministerial level as soon as possible
and, in any event, before 15 December 1968 and
conclude before 3l May 1969, the date on which
the present Convention expires.
The Council also defined 'the general orientation
of financial and technical co-operation' in
compliance with Article 27 of the Convention.
Lastly, appropriate decisions were taken concerning
other specific problems which will .be referred to
ira the various chapters in this report.
8. It is, however, regrettable that the Kinshasa
meeting, which was due to take place last spring
was not held until 23 July i.e. after the succession
of reports of which it was the subject.
It is true that some understanding may be
extended with respect to the very many
commitments of the members of the Council. The
fact remains that this difficulty may prove to
have been prejudicial to the Association because
its consequence wtrs a delay of six months in the
opening of the negotiations provided for in Article
60 of the Convention.
It is further to be regretted that the ministerial
delegations were not of sufficient strength for such
an important meeting, bearing in mind the political
decisions'which had to be taken concerning the
renewa.l of the Convention.
9.' The Association Committde held five meetings
during the year under review, thus ensuring
continuity in the co-operation needed for the
smooth functioning of the Association. It was
0) Report by Mr. L€on-Eli Trelet on the Third Araual Report on theAdtivlti6 of the Coucil of As@iation, dcment 19 oI 20 NoveEber
1967.
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thanks to the preparatory work done by the
Committee that the Council .was able, at its
Kinshasa meeting, to take the many decisiohs of
which an account id given in the annual report.
(b) Relations betueen the Council, and the
P ar I,i arnentary C o nf er ence
10. As in the two previous years, the Council
delegated to the Association Committee the power
to draw up and adopt the annual report provided
for in Article 50 of the Convention. Although the
Council considered 'that to ensure the work of the
Conference be properly organized, this report
must reach the Council zN soon as possible after
?3 July 1968'it was not until October lg68 that
the parliamentarians in the Association received
the Council report covering the period from June
1967 to July 1968, i.e. at the time when the Joint
Committee, which was required to give its opinion
on this document, was holding its own meeting.
It should be noted that the first report on the
activities of the Council was sent to the
parliamentarians in July and that the second and
third were sent in August; the fourth was not sent
until October. Since the July meeting of the
Council, the Association Committee has not felt
bound to meet to ,approve the annual report
(notwithstanding the mandate it was explicitly
glven); this document was finally adopted under
the written procedure and only sent to the Joint
Committee on ll October.
It goes without sayrng that this situation,
which is [able to hamper the smooth functioning
of the parliamentary bodies, created considerable
difiiculties for the Joint Committee and for its
Rapporteur.
In the interests of the efficiency of parliamentary
work, it is worth recalling the'remarks made on
the subject by the Joint Committee in 1967:
'The operation of the irarious cogs, particularly
the parliamentary ones, would be distinctly
smoother if the Council-unless there were
subsequently any urgent need justifying an
extraordinary session-, made the necessary
effort to hold its last session in May or even at
the end of April so that the Association Com-
mittee might begin drafting the annua-l report,
for which it has a mandate, as from the lst of
June.'(2)
Another comment needs to be made concerning
relations between the Conference and the Council.
The date'of the Antananarivo Conference had to
be changed; the Council indicated that the Ministers
(2) Report by'Mr. Troclet, op. cit., para. 15.
V)
would not be able to attend on the date scheduled
because of the timetable that they had themselves
set for the negotiations about the renewal of the
Convention. It is to be regretted that the arrarige-
ments agreed on at the May meeting of the Joint
Committee were not adhered to.
It would be desirable, in future, for the Asso-
ciation Council and Committee to adhere more
strictly to the parliamentary timetable which is
drawn up by reference to the Council's commitments
to ensure profitable discussions betwr6en the
Institutions.
1L. The parliarnentarians in the Associd:tion can,
only express satisfaction that it was once again
possible for the President-in-Office of the Council
to attend the meetings of the Joint Committee.
The Strasbourg meeting of the Parliamentary
Conference of the Association was attended by
Mr. Patasse (Minister for' Development of ,the
Central African Republic), President-in-Office of
the Council, while the Brussels meeting of the
Joint Committee was attended by Mr. Bourges,
French Secretary of State for Foreign Afiairs, in
his capacity as President-in-Office of the Association
Council.
Mr. Pedini, Italian Secretary of State to the
President of the Council, in his capacity as Presi-
dent-in-Office of the Council of the Communities,
took an active part in the work of the Joint
Committee in Brazzaville.
It would be desirable, in view of the importance
of the discussions between the Council and the
parliamentary bodies of the Assoiiation, for this
cominendable custom to have a more formal
basis. In 1966, indeed, Mr. Sissoko, General
Rapporteur of the Joint Committee, suggested
that the President of the Council should receive
a formal mandate at each ministerial meeting to
report on the Council's deliberations to the parlia-
mentary bodies of the Association, without
prejudice, of course, to the submission of the
annual report referred to in Article 50 of the
Conventiolr.(1)
L2. At the Strasbourg session, the parliamen-
tarians also expressed the wish to see the Confer-
ence's resolutions debated by the Council-possibly
after a thorough analysis by the Association
Committee. It does not appear that any such
debate was held at the ministerial meeting in
Kinshasa, where the Council simply took note of
these resolutions without going into them i, ,ry
detail.
It emerges from the report that the Association
Committee held no more than a preliminary
(r) Report by Mr. Alioue Sisko on tle Seond Arul Relprt otr the
activitis oI the Coucll of the A$iatiotr to the Pulimmtary
Conferene, DG. 12 of 16 November 1966, para.4,
discussion about these resolutions at one of its
meetings.
The Council expressed the wish that it might
be kept informed about these texts at the negotia-
tions on the renewal of the Convention; the Joint
Committee of the FarJiamentary Conference can,
however, hardly be satisfied at this attitude on
the part of the Council and the Committee to the
positions it adopts. It is to be hoped that, in future,
the resolutions passed by the Conference will be
fully,debated by the Council and the Committee
and lthat the outcome of their discussions will be
referred to the Conference.
L3. Similarly, the Council seems to have lost
sight of the repeated request of the parliamentarians
concerning the procedure of written and oral
questions. This problem will have to be re-examined
at the negotiations on renewing the Association
Convention, in order to make the parliamentary
control more effective in the interests of - the
smooth operation of the Association's institutions.
14. Once again, the'Joint Committee would
like to pay tribute to the Commission of the
Communities-which plays a capital part in the
life of the Association-for the very effective
work that it is doing, both in the'field of financial
and technical co-operation and in seeking to solve
trade problems.
In this context, the Joint Co4mittee would
like to emphasize the essential part played by
Mr. Rochereau, a member of the Commission and
for his unceasiag and profitable efforts to ensure
the success of the co-operation between the Eurcipe
of the Six and Africa. It feels particularly
gratified at his active participation in the work
of the Joint Committee and of the Parliamentary
Conference.
The Joint Committee, moreover, particularly
appreciates the important and positive contribution
made by the Co-ordination Council and Committee
of the Associated States. The representatives of
the AAMS held three meetings at ministerial level
in 1968--on the 'Co-ordinafion Council of the
AAMS'-which dealt mainly with the problems of
renewing the Yaound6 Convention.(2) For their
part, the Ambassadors accredited to the EEC
held numerous meetings in Brussels in the frame-
work of the 'Co-ordinatidn Committee of the
AAMS"
The Joint Secretariat of the Association Council
continued to play a significant part in the smooth
running of the Association machinery and deserves
to be commended.
(e) The reults of thffi meetitrgs, whic.h were held repetively in Nimey
iu Jmury, ir Brusels in l\[ay md in Kishsa ir July, ale referred to
in Chapter VIII of this report.
III-Trade
15.' One qf the major oUi""Urr*, of the Association
is to promote an inciease iri the trade between
- 
the Associated Staies and the member States
(Article l,of the Convention). The growth in trade
is, in"faet, the b'est way of securing a sustained
economic expansion in the developing countries.
, In 1966, the export receipts of the developing
countries totalled nearly $42,00(hn, despite the
, poor condition of world'trade'and tlis rJpresents
nearly four timbs the financial aid extended to
these countries; the importance to their develop-
ment- of boosting their exports is thus easy to
understand.
'' 16. It wiU be remembered that in 1966 the
progress of 'trade within the Association caused
Some boncern in view- of the unfavourable trend
discussed at length in the report by Mr. Sissoko.
The following year theie was a marked recovery
and the report by Mr. Tioclet welcomed this
development.
' (a) Total. EEC-AAMS trad.e in 1967
17. In 1967 there was a slpckening in the growth
. of trade between the EEC and the Associated States.
Iu 1966 the EEC's imports from the AAMS
increased by 16 per cent in value but fell in 1967
by I per cent,f/om gl,3l9m to gl,3Mm.
The'EEC's exports to tlp AAMS increased by
,9 per cent in 1967, as compared with 2.3 per cent,
in 1966, or 846m in 1966, rising tq 926m in 1967.
' 18. The tbtal trade 
" 
within the Association thus
increased only slighty, by around 3 per cent, as
compared with 9.7 per cent in f966 and tota-lled
, 'ff2,23&n. As compared with 1964, the rate of
growth was l3 per cent.
The EEC continued to have a balance-of-
payments deficit with the Associated States in
1967; it went, down,from $472ni to $378m; the
balance was thus lower than in the.previbus years
becausd.the EEC's sales increased hore than its
purchases.,
19. It is worth noting that the overall trend in
trade between the EEC and the AAMS in 1967 was
consisfent with the gpneral trend in the external,
trade of the'Community. There was a ssrtain
slackening in economio activity in the EEC and
imports from third countries terided to level off;
exports, on the other hand, increased by 8 per cent.
A comparisoit between the trade sf tbe Associ-
ated States on the one hand and the other developing
countries on the other is illustrated by the following
figures:
EEC im,ports in,1967 ai cornpared. uith 1966
Ori,gin
Tbtal from third countries
Developing countries
AAMS
Nigeiia
East Africa
Kenya
Uganda
Tanzania
EEC exports in 1967 as coTnpared, aitk 1966.
Destinal,ion
Total to third countries
Developing countries,
AAMS
Nigeria l
IKenya
East Africa I Uganda
ITanzania
(b) EiC imports frorn thy AAMS
20. The trend in the imports of each of ttre
member States in 1967, as "compared with the
previous years, is illustrated by the following table:
No change
t a, o,/
-fo/o
- 
t%
-7%o-o/
-o/o+14 %,
-13 %
+ 8"/;
+4%
+ s%
' 12lo
+6%
+8%
+22 %
Imports of the member States of the EEC from the AAMS
Coutrtry
Value (ln $m) Varlatim (/o)
tsg4 1905 1ry6 I9e7 l908-1065 1967-19€6
Germany
BLEU
France
ItaIy
Netherlaads
Total EEC
168
227
g0e
99
oo
l6I
2M
ilI
160
63
170
'341
60q
163
ru
I79
287
6to
IM
6l
+6
+46
+10
+2
+r
.+ 
'6
-16
+2
+7
+14
\,149 7,t46 r,819 t,gu +t6 1
(a) from lgill967 EEC imports from the AAMS
increased from $I,l49m in 1964 to $I,B04m in
1967. The-se represented 2.5 per cent of the ,
Community's total imports in tonnage (i.e. from
third countries) in 1964 and 2.7 per ce4t in
1966; in value this proportion was 4'3 per cent
in 1964 and this did not change in 1966;
(b) in 1967, European imports fell by l, per cent,
from $l,3l9m in 1966 to $1,304 m in 1967.
The main reason for this slight slackening was
the fall-ofi in BLEU purchases (-16 per cent),
which did not follow the exceptional expansion
of the previous year (f 46 per'cent). In the other
member States, on the other hand, there was
aa'increase in the imports from the AAMS,
particularly by the Netherlands and Italy.
21 . France is still the most important customer
of the Associated States. With purchases of $610m,
as compared with $600m in 1966, its imports
showed-a 2 per cent increase over the previous
year, its share in total Community imporfs from
tte.aaUS being at a very high level (46 per cent).
The Belgo-Luxembourg Economic Union came
in second place (22 per cent of total imports),
despite the fall-off noted in 1967.
Germany's purchases expanded steadily. There
was an increase of 6 per cent in f967 with $179m'
In 1967, Italy's imports amounted to $164m,'show-
irrg a, increase of 7 per cent over the previous
year.
.d,s for the Netherlands (fall-ofi in 1968, slight
recovery in 1966), its rate of growth was, the
highest (14 per cent), purchases going from $54m
in 1966 to $62m in 1967.
22. Broken down into products, there was an
increase in AAMS sales on the European markbt
in 1967 in the following cases:
Groundnut oil ($64m as compared with $61.6
in 1966);
Palm oil (3lm as compared with 28.4);
Cocoa (100m as compared with 70);
Tropical woods (f76.6m as comPafed with
t74.2\;
Cotton (37.6m as against 33).
Sales of the following products, on the other,
hand, fell o$ in 1967:
Iron orqs (66.3m as compared with 67);
Bananas (63.8m as compared with 56.2);
Cofiee (f40m as compared with f52.5);
Groundnuts (70.3m as cor4pared with 7f .9);
Maaganese (13.9m as compared with 17.5);
Rubber (10.8m as compared with I2.7);
Copper (274.7m as compared with 313'9).
23. It emerges from these data that the decrease
in EEC imports in f967 (which was, a-s we have
seeni due to the fall-off in BLEU purchases), mainly
involved mining products (manganese, phosphates,
iron oras, copPer and some non-ferrous metals).
Whereas in the previous years there wa:i no
increhse in sales of AAMS agricultural products,
there was a reversa^l of this trend in 1967.
24. . As the table below proves, these overall
figures cover up'the difierent and even divergent
situations of each Associated State:
Community imports from individual
Associated States (1967)
(%t
aB compared
wlth 106t1
Burundi
Cameroon
Central African RePublic
C-ongo-Brazzaville
Congo-Kinshasa
Ivory Coast,
Da.homey
Gabon
Upper Volta
Madagascar
Mali
Mauritania
Niger
Rwanda
Senegal
Somalia
Chad
Togo
Total AAMS
3,1r2
t36,402
13,378
32,080
42t,670
266,512
10,824
86,630
3,214
48,668
2,2/16
68,229
17,475
4,629
120,285
16,763
, t6,729
30,386
+22
+18
-4
6
8
+10
-rq
2
+7
-13
+02
3
+ 51'
+6
7
-22
+7
E
1
Thus in 1967 eight Associated States'increased
their sales on the dutope", market, some of them
by large percentages (Mafi 9.2 per cent, Niger
6l per cent, Burundi 22 per cenf).
The exports of the other Associated States, on
the other hand, slackened ofi to varying degrees
(Gabon, Central African Republic, 
. 
Mauritania,
Lorgo-Brazzaville, Senegal, Togo, Confro-Kinshasa,
cent.
t
rI
hi
tit
li
i
i
Ma9ragqicar), and in two cases the drop was appre-
ciable (Dahomey, Somalia). (1)
25. In view of the slackening off in 1g67, ii is
yorth noting the slightly changed trend emerging
in 1968.
Indeed, the first figures for lS68 show that
from Jaauary to June, as compEred with the
same period of 1967, there was a 9 per cent increase
in AAMS sales to the EEC as'compared with 8 per
cent in the case of the other developing countriles.
This involved most of the AAMS and in particular
Man (t72 per cent), Chad (f 67 per cent), Congo-
Braz.zavilTe (f40 per cent), Burundi (1-40'per cent);
Togo (f 3l per cent) and Congo-KinstrasalaZf p6r
cent).
(c) EEC exports to the AAMS
26. With regard to the exports of the member
States to the AAMS, the following table shows how
1967 compared with the previous years.
Ergorts of the member States to the AAMS
Coutry Value (in million dollars) Vuiation (1lermt)
1064 I965 1066 1967 l968-r965 r967-1966
Germany
Belgo-Luxembourg
Economic Union
France
Italy
Netherlands
EEC Total
78
.86
583
40
33
8t
93
ooD
50
36
M
93
669
59
39
93
82
627
72
60
+4
+I
+16
+8
+ 1',0
-12
+r0
+28
+30
820 827 846 926 I.' +9
27. The total exports of the EEC to the AAMS
thus increased by g per cent fiom g846m in lg66
to $926m in 1967.
Thus despite the fall-off in previous yeaf,s,
France remained the member Slate supptying
most to the AAMS (67.7 pet cent of the Community,s
total exports to the AAMS in 196Z as comparLd
with 67.3 per cent in fg66). Italy's share increased
from 7 to 7.8 per cent in 1967, that of the ]rlether-
laads from 4.6 to 6.6. per cent, while Gerrnany,s
share remained steady at l0 per cent and that
of the BLEU fell from ll to 8.9.per cent.
28. The most notable feature from lg64 to lg67
was the fall'in France's share of total exports and,
of course, the increase in the share of the other
member States. In 1964, French exports represented
7l per cent, falling in l966.to 67 per cent. Over the
same period, the shares of the other m6mber States
inbreased as follows: BLEU from 8.6 to ll.l per
cent; Netherlands frbm 3.7 to 4.g per cent; Germany
from 8.8 to l0 per cent; Italy from 4.9 to 7 per '
This nbw trend was due largely to the gradual
liberalization of the African markets with-regard
to Community exports, previously subject to a
great many quantitative restrictions. This trend is,
consistent with the aims of the Association and
deserves to be emphasized.
29. With regard to the ind.ividual purihases of
the Associated States from the EEC,lhe position
in f967 is illustrated by the following table:
EEC e:qlorts ia'1967 to the individual Associated
State
Burundi
Cameroon
Central African Republic
Congo-Brazzaville
Congo-JGnshasa
Ivory Coast
Dahomey
Gabon
Upper Volta
Madagascar
Mali
Mauritania
Niger
Rwanda
Senegal
Somalia
Chad
Togo
6,891
116,088
24,488
66,020
t20,404
l9I,l93
28,263
40,4M
16,645
96,256
9,76r
23,888
23,tu16
6,666
rl9,798
16,306
15,i30
18,292
,+6
+19
+7
+t2
8
+2r
+ 2,1
+4
+tr
+e
-4+66
+32
4
+1
+12
l)
6
(1) T-4i"'" qlprts to Euope fell ofi mrinly because of tle clcfug ofthe Sue CaaI.
6
Total AAMS +0
t.-
I
ffI
t, ,,
t.
I
t,
f,
Amount(in tior:md
dollus)
(per mt)
a ompaed
with 19€6
(d) The marhet for tke rnain tropical, frod.wcts in 1967
30. In 1967 there was a slight fall in the prices
of Arabica coffees while Robusta coffees held
steady at their 1966 price.
A new international coffee agreement #as
concluded in 1967; this was finally adopted by
the International Coffee Council in February 1968.
This new text is an appreciable improvement on
the 1967 agreement in many ways. The increased
receipts of the developing countries which produce
cofiee, which have averaged $500m since the
agreement came into force (total world trade in
coffee amounted to 92,500m in 1966), show how
important maintaining just'one stabilization agree-
ment for a tropieal product can be to the develop-
ment of these countries.
31. The increase in cocoa prices noted in 1966
continued in 1967. Current prices are the highest
for nine years: demand exceeds supply at present
and experts consider that this trend could continue
for years to come.
The third United Nations Conference on Cocoa,
held in Geneva at the end of 1967, did not lead
to any agreement. The results of the conference
to be held under UNCTAD auspices will depend
on the attitude of the consumer cou4tries, partic-
ularly the United States which absorbs 35 pei
cent of the world's total cocoa imports on its own.
Although the price trend was favourable in
1967, the serious drops in previous yeais should
not be forgotten. The EEC should therefore *ork
with the AAMS for a world agreement.
32. At the end of 1966, cotton prices were at
one of their lowest levels ever. World production
fell by l0 per cent in 1966-1967. As a result, the
market became steadier and prices graduaJly rose.
In the f967-f968 cotton year, output was down
again. Bearing the drop in production during
these two cotton years in mind,-prices should hold
at a relatively high level.
33. With regard to,fats, previous trends were
confirmed in f967 with respect to the growing
importance of by-products (soya oils, candle grdase,
lard) and to the growing share of the developing
countries in international trade (East European
countries for sunflowers and the United States
for soya seeds)., 
t
34. FAO's last annual report showed a drop in
value in the trade in. agricultural products of
around 5 per cent in 1967; this was due to the
fall in the average price and volume of the exports.
Most affected by this were the developing countries
and for the second year running their c{rrrency
receipts from agricultural.products were down.
Receipts from the trade in such products as
cotton, cocoa, rice, tea and sugar made real head-
way but the developing countries did not all gain
as a result because of the inadequate quantities
available for exportr The devaluation of the pound
and changes in the parity of other currencies led,
in turn, to changes in the price relationships
between some products and the relative positions
of some exporters. Although the long-term effects
are still somewhat uncertain there have already
been appreciable repercussions on the sisal, tea,
wool and sugar markets.
Another feature of 1967 was the proliferation
of export drawbacks on a wide variety of products,
followed by counter-measures by countries which
felt their trade was under threat; this raised the
problem of the nature of export drawbacks and
their international repercussions.
This state of affairs is due to the keener compe-
tition on world markets and to the, accumulation
of surpluses, especially in the developed countries,
and this, in turn, is due to the national policiesfor supporting agriculture at times when world
prices are not progressing.
For all these reasons the FAO index of world
prices for agricultural products fell by 3 points in
1967. This. average 'blankets' widely divergent
price movements, ranging from increases of 34
per cent for rice, 14 per cent for cocoa to falls of 16
per cent for rubber a:rd sisal.
(e) The banana problern
35. The European banana market was discussed
by the Joint Committee on several. occasions, the
problem being the inadequate expansion of AAMS
exports.
The share of the AAMS in Community banaaa
imports has gradually fallen since 1963, both in
volume and va]ue.
Share of the AAMS in the Commrrnlty's'
imports of bananas
' (percentage of total imports)
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In 1967, the EEC imported 266,948 tons from
the AAMS, broken. down as follows:
customs duties had been removed, loth on imports
from the member States and third countries and
replaced by a charge comprising a congtant and a
variable component, the general rule of duty-free
imports of AAMS ,products no longer applied.
This is why the regulation adopted in 1967 a:rd
subsequently renewed provided only for the
temporary continuation of the duty-free ,urange-
ment for two AAMS products, tapioca and choco-
late, because these are of special interest to some
exporting countries.
39. The Associated States have, for their part,
to meet two obligations regarding customs duties.
. 
They have to treat products from all the member
ttates in the same way without discrimination and
Shen gradually to rernove customs duties and
taxes having a.n equivalent effect on the Community
products they import.
With regard to the second point, the situation
is as follows:
(a) Thirteen Associated States now import EEC
products completely free of duty. These are
the States which belonged to the Economic
and Customs Union of CentralAfrica (Cameroon,
Central Afrigan Republic, Congo-Brazzavi)le,
Gabon aad Chad) and those of the Customs
Union of the West African States (l{aqritania,
Senegal, Ivory Coast, Dahomey, Upper Volta,
MaIi and Niger) and Madagascar.(1)
(b) One Associated State, Rwanda, has introduced
a two-tier preferential tariff and has simultane-
ously made a first cut in favour of the EEC of
15 per cent in the written down customs duty.
(c) Four Associated States, Congo-Kinshasa, Soma-
Iia, Togo and Burundi have not yet granted
any preferential tariff to the Community; they
have acted by reference to the provisions of
Article 6l of the Convention (exemption from
the principle of reciprocity). Burundi and
Somalia have, however, stated that they will
give satisfaction to the Community in the near
future-their new customs tariff is in prepara-
tion.
40. With regard to quota restrictions, the AAMS
have, since 1964, steadily opened customs quotas
to the five member States, in addition to France,
which already enjoyed duty-free importation. This
system provided for the total abolition 9f quantita-
tive restrictions on 3l May 1968. Since then,
therefore, the only quotas still operative a"fe the
(1) Tho approximte arrerage rate oI triff preferrc mjoyed by Commity
products is 17 per @t in the ECUCA, 10 per mt ia the CIfWAS md
8 per @t in Matlagiu.
Value(ln $1,000)
Federal Republic of
Germany
BLEU
France 
.
Italy
Netherlands
34,876
2
104
18,8i|0
EEC Total 53,820
36. These facts alone show how serious the
present situation is and they justify the concem
expressed by the Associated States and reflected
in the discussions of the Joint Committee.
It is sad to think that after four years of
efforts it has not been possible to deal with this'
constantly deteriorating situation.
What makes this even more to the point is
that according to FAO'S last annual report, there
could be a prononnced drop in banana prices i{
the producing countries'do, in fact, carry out their
present,expansion programmes in full.
Under these conditions, bananas are certainly
one of the tropical products which would benefit
from a trading iurangement within the Association,
if only because of the dominant position they hold
in the export trade of some Associated States.
(l) Qwota and, cwstonos d.isrnantl,ernent
37. As regards quota and customs dismantle-
ment within the Association, no major problem
arose in the year under review.
AAMS products havd had the benefit of the
gradual removal of customs duties and taxes
havirig an equivalent effect on importation into
the member States.
Since I July 1968, when intra-community
customs duties were finally removed, AAMS products
have, as a 
,general rute, been admitted duty-frbeinto the Community.
38. There have, however, been some exceptions,
such as agricultural products similar to. and com-
petitive with European products; these are subject
to the variouS regulations in force.
As regards goods madd by proceising a6ricultur-
al products, the Community considered that since
E
ones authorized under the Convention for the
following rezsons: (i) the needs of industrialization
(ii) balance-of-payments difficulties (iii) obligations
under existing regional market organizations'
(i) Protection of ind,ustriali,zat'i,on: The following
have introduced quotas for this reason: Senegal
(lorries weighing more than 3 tons), Ivory
Coast (matches, paints, detergents, wheat
flour, oil products and machines for decorti-
cating cofiee beans), Madagascar (television
sets, blankets, shoes, biscuits, cement and
' soap), Cameroon (agricultural equipment);
Chtd, Central African Republic and Congo-
Brazzaville (wheat flour and oil products).
(i) Balance-of-payrnents dfficwl,ti,es: Tw-o Associ-,
ated States, Congo-Kinshasa and Mali, have
signified that they cannot, for this reason,
liberate imports from the Community at
present.
(iii) Regional marhet organizations.' The 
-memberStales'of the African and Malagasy Common
Organization (AMCO) have established a
regional market organization designed to
promote the marketing of sugar from the
exporting Associated States in those which
. import this product (Congo-Brazzaille and
Madagascar)
Leaving out Congo-Kinshasa and Mali, whose
current financial difficulties preclude any early
liberalization of imports, the other exemptions
referred to only involve a small proportion of the
AAMS imports concerned (less than l0 per cent)'
On the whole the elir4ination of quantitative
restrictions, which will be to the extent of more than
90 per cent, represents a major trade benefit in
addition to tariff preferences.
(g) Def,nition of tke concept oJ ori'gin
41. At its meeting in Antananarivo in 1966, the
Association Council introduced a common definition
of 'the origrn' of goods traded between the EEC
and the AAUS to insure the correct application o{
the preferential system provided for under the
Convention.
Further decisions were taken in this conti:xt at
the ministerial meeting in Kinshasa, particularly as
regards the special system for parcel post and for
thi export of fish from Mauritania. The Council
also took the necessary dgcisions to resolve the
difficulties arising, on the one |rand, with some
Community machines and equipment comprising
components which, to some extent, were 'from a
different origtn' and, on the other, as regards ,the
exports from Senegal of mixtures of dried and
salted fruits
42. As regards the special system for certain
postal consignments the Council was unable to take
any final decision. The transitional system- now in
force was thus carried forward for the fifth time
up to 3l December 1968. The disagreement centred
on the unit value of parcels to come under this special
system; the AAMS considered the amount proposed
by ttre EEC to be too high. Discussions on this
matter will continue on the Association Committee.
With reference to exports of dsh from Mauri-
tania, there is a controversy between that country
and Italy because of the preferential position which
products from Mauritanian processing factories-
lupplied by Spanish fishermen-enjoy on the
Community market. This issue,which has frequently
been discussed by the Association Comrnittee, was
provisionally setiletl by the Council at its Kinshasa
meetingon the basis of a compromise proposal put
forward by the Commission. Under this decision, a
quota will be exempt from'the general mles of
origin (ana , this wilt apply until the Yaound6
Convention expires); this will cover fishery products
from the Mauritanian territorial waters caught by
fishermen from the Canary Isles resident in
Mauritania; the quota will be for 3,000 tons of flsh,
including 750 tons for Italy. The Council, moreover,
undertook to come back to this matter at its session
of September 1968.
(h) Prod,ucts sirnil,ar to and. cornpetitiae uitk
EuroPean agricwltwral Prodwcts
43. In pursuance of Article ll of the Yaound6
Convention a system applicable to some AAMS
products which are similar to and competitive
with European agricultural products was deter-
mined. Regulations have been issued concerning rice,
cassava and its derivatives (flour and starches),
fruits and preserved firrits with sugar added and
oleaginous products.
The prorogation of these regulations up until
the Yaound6 Convention expires is to be welcomed.
44. With regard to the problems of tobacco, the
Council report states that no proposal has, as yet,
come befoie the Council of the Communities and
that the AAMS will be formally consulted when a
common proposal emerges.
A &'aft regulation has, in fact, been drawn up
by the European Commission whereby the common
customs tariff will be reduced by 85 per cent in
respect of unprocessed tobacco and tobacco waste
from the AAMS; this text has been referled to the
European Parliament for its Opinion. The parliamen-
tary iommittees concerned felt that these products
should be completely free of customs duty. The
volume from the AAMS is in fact equal to only a
very small percentage of Community production
and, indeed, of Community imports. The JointCommittee took this view at itsBrizzaville meeting,
trusting that the problem would soon be solved.
45. With regard to sugar, the regional market
organization for this product was set up by the
AMGO. The African and Malagasy Agreement on
sugar solved many problems and improved the
situation but the scale of assistance required for its
operation and the difficulties due to the need for
an adjustment period have meant that it is not yet
possible to ensure a flnancial balance under this
arrangement. To deal with this situation the assist-
ance of the Community was asked for by the
President of the Council of the Agreement under
Article 
_17,4 of. the Yaound6 Convention'for the
1967-68 year.
. 
The European Commission supported the
African countries and referred two proposals to the
Council, neither of which has yet been followed up.
_ 
The special arrangements for AAMS sugar, to
be enacted pursuant to Article l l oi the Convintion
(wt-rich should have come into- force on I July
1968 when the Community's sugar market was set
Ip) have thus not yet been made. Both the JointCommittee and the Council of the African and
Yrlrg".y Sugar Agreement deplored this gaf in
the regulations.
In July the Council advanced l,Z77,0OO
accounting units to the equalization fund of the
a6reement; this is equal to 303 million CFA francs
and is a step to be welcomed. No iuterest will be
charged and this money will enable the fund to '
contend with the serious fnancia-l difficulties
'involved in operating the agreement properly.
46. 
- 
The EEC system laid down for oleaginous
prod-ucts includes tariff provisions, whereby these
.products are imported free of duty, and special
{nalcial provisions. Under its decision of 2E- Julythe Community undertook to provide total asiist-
ance of. 14 million accounting units to offset the
consequences of a fall in the prices of the prodrlcts
concerned.
The decision, including the tariff provisions;
came in;to force with immediate effect bn I July1967 but the one concerning financial assistance ii
not yet operative because Germany, Belgium, Italy
and the Netherlands stated they had to ratify thii
decision before implementing it.
Although the provisions envisaged include a
clluse making them retroactively effective from
t- J"ty 1967, the Joint Committee strongly deploredthis eighteen-month helay which is, eionornicaily,
10
lriShlV prejudicial to the fats-producing Associated
States.(1)
!1. A special problem arises with respect'to
Madagascar's exports of meat to R6union, JFrench
overseas ddparternent which comes within the
customs area of the EEC and which applies a levy
on-meat imports in compliance with the provisioni
in force in the EEC. Bearing in mind the eitablished
flow of trade between Madagascar and R6union
and the distance between this d.dparternent and,
the rest of the Community-which rules out thepossibility of any diversion of trade-it would no
doubt be desirable, in this special case, to introduce
an appropriate exemption zrrrangement based on
the rules for{rontier trade flows.
(i) Thc marketing of AAMS prod.ucts in the EEC
!8. T: problem of marketing AAMS productsin the EEC has always been of primary interest
to the parliamentarians in the Aisociation. There
was a major debate on this subject at the parlia-
pe1tary Conference session held in Strasbourg; the
basis for the debate was the remarkable ,"poit by
Mr. Armengaud.o
For their part, the Association Council and.
Committee have devoted a great deal of work to
this matter, acting by reference to a report which
the Council's Joint Group of Experts submitted in
March l967.,The work done by this Joint Group
has so far yielded very few practical results because
the agreement reached by the EEC and the AAMS
only covered a study into setting up a common
African and IVlalagasy export oiganization and
Comrrunity contributions to the iost of'AAMS
fairs and eihibitions of a commercial nature in
Europe.
tl9. Hence two financing decisions have been
taken involving EDF resources:
(a) one covering a sum of 100,000 a.u. ought to
make it possible to carry out studies both in
Africa and in Europe into setting up a joint
export organization(3);
(r) The Europea 
-Comisim deided to advace 8,709,629 acJuntiogunits to Smegal which w6 haling speial difficultie i'n mketialGgroudnuts, It also aked the Comcil to approach the Govemmts ofthe Eember Stat6 to 6k thm-lI $ey.would 6 s@n 6 po*iUt", ,"iityft 9 f"a1rggl ggr"u--elt mAer wh,ich_asistad might be g;i.a p*"*ito the EEC Coucil deisiou ot 25 July 1962. .(a) Report o-n-w.ays.of qrlmoting tle mirklthg of products of the Aseiatedsrar6 mtnE the lrL,C at steady md profitable.prle, D@. 20 of.20NoveEbef 1967.
(3) The AAMS have dram up a plm Ior a joht
3-lgtal sviry of CfA Frs 15,000m whictioda lave tem'maOe t tS6lil the tr_apsport to Euo1re had ben made in chartered ships, which wouldhave altowed for_a lircu itrre of z.s p* *i"i-tu" pi,"-"iiiJit a*pfoducts-from: the produers. The orgmiatim alm -plm to set up
agmrcy-offm in the mrcr mutrii. a statisttet a,itv.t fpJi*ii
oo AAMS- exports, levied from,the exlbrt tds, 
-oda'eivi-d" loiot t
'Ihe itrt exlrcrt orgmiatioE toiEprove. the 
-IBition of AAMS producers. tt is asigned to- brine abouta s-@prlg chilge E tle stablished structue of AAMS foreiga trade,
notably by. cutting tumport cts. The prmoters of the plm"spek oi
l.t t EC 9l I .I5,0  i b uld hav Uem'maaJ'in esa
u ]ld{) m E  t - 4xls, would givp ttre j int
orgmization e mual opsating Uuaiget of CFi Frs Z,iOO-. -
(b) the other, covering an'amount of 500,000 a.u.
should allow the AAMS to participatb in fairs
and exhibitions of a commercial nature in
Europe up until the expiry of the present
Convention.(1)
While welcoming these two prdctical measures,
which are of definite value, it should be noted that
the efforts of this Joint Group of Experts have not
yielded the expected results because the Community
has refused to go beyond the letter of the Yaound6
Convention.
fVlfrryncial co-operation(2) 
.
50. External trade cannot, on its own,-secure
the economic and social progress to which the
AAMS aspire because of the variati,ons in price of
the primary products which they export and the
constant deterioration in their terms of trade.
Financial and technical co-ofreration as provided
for in the Yaound6 Convention thus plays an
essential part in the development of the AAMS
and is the principal feature of the life of the
Association.
The total financial aid extended to the AAMS
by 
"11 
the industrielized countries in 1966 was
$528m. The Community and the six member
States contributed 83 per cent, or $439m, of which
the fraction dispensed by the Community bodies
amonnted to 9102.7m, or 22 per cent of all the
pa5rments of the EEC countries and 19 per cent
of the total financial aid given to the AAMS by
a-lt the industrialized States.(3)
51. With a year to go before ttre expiry of the
Yaound6 Convention, the European Parliament
took the commendable step of drawing up a balance-
ceromy (Fed. Rep.)
BjlSr*
lr&e
Italv
Netfierhncts
Cmada
Uniteal Kiirgdm
United Stat6
4€9,7 545,481.1 98,8
744.8 8ill.r
tz\.s 202.A93.9 118.5
128.1 170.A
525.9 499.88,660.0 8,7 .O I
Only 6 of the 17 mmber mtiom of ttre DAC eitler attaired oi *ceeded
tle'objetire of I Ircr @t of their mtional rwmue iq 1$l7t ttris goal
w6 to reDr6mt tle tret uout of fimclal flffis, botli publlc aad.pr t
e) To date so fr this progrme hm mabled eme Assiated Stat6,' grouped in comon paviliore, to take put in tle following international
faimi Milm Fair (April 1968), BrNeIs Fair (APrtl 1968), Paris Falt(May-Jue 1968), Bdi4atr (Septmber 1968) md 'Parh.ers i4 Progress'
Exhibitim in Berlln (October 1968).
(s) Chapters IV ud V of this re1rcrt. cmeming fnmcial, techniel md
' cultual 6{Imtion have bm draJted oD the bais of data glvm in
the mual relDrt or the Emagemt of Gnancial and techDlcl
mistme ir 1967 submitted to theAsociatl@ Comcilby the Comislon,prsumt to Article 27 ol the Conrution, ild subsequently relerred
to tbe Pdllmentry Conlerele lD@.221117).(8) The l6t amual retrDrt of the Develolmmt Aid Comittee stated that
' tlie total mquit of cmtributioE fr@ the publlc setor in the min
tndEtriali4d Stats to the deyeloping mtries ws as follo\fls (in
million dollus): 1966 1ge7
sheet of financial and technical co-operation within
the Association.
The report(a) which Mr. Metzger drew up on
that occasion is highly interesting and deserves to
be widely circulated among all the members of the
Parliamentary Conference of the Association.
Hence the Committee stresses the value of this
study and stated its satisfaction.
(a) Total f,nanci,al, aid, of tke EEC'to the AAMS
52. Since 1958 the total financial aid of the EEC
to the AAMS has been well over $1,000m.
As on 30 June 1968, the accumulated commit-
ments of the First a.nd Second EDF totalled I,030m.
a.u.,' broken' down among beneficiary States' as
shown in the table below:
Total financial aid of the EEC to the AAMS
Burundi
Cameroon
Central A.frican Republic
Cotgo-Brazzavi)le
Congo-I(inshasa
Ivory-Coast
Dalromey
Gabon
Upper Volta
,Madagascar
Mali
19.6
r01.6
39.6
42.5
68.3
- 
88.1
40.4
36.3
49.2
I16.6
63.2
29.6
51.0
'16.9
t01.9
31.6
68.9
26.3
0.8
27.L
. 
10.4
2t.0
Niger
Rwanda
Senegal
Somalia
Chad
Togo
Expenses
Sums not awarded
Advances to the Stabili-
zation Funds
EIB I-oans
(First and Second Funds)
priute, to ttre dweloping oEtri6. Thre were Frmce (1.64 per c€ht),Gemy (1.26 p$ mt), Nettrcl'mcb (1.2a Wr mt), United Kingdom(1.10 per reno, PortueEl (1.07 trEr mt-figue for 166) mtl Belgim(1.01 per ceDt). {l} Euotr)ffi PElimt Doa. 89 of 2.7.68.
11,
Comtry Work Supplie
Sumys,
techd@l
assistanc€,
superistm
Total
Belgium
Ge'rmany (Fed. Rep.)
France
Italy
Luxembourg
Netherlands
Associated States
Third countries
2.43
6.28
48.70
12.09
0.20
3.68
,y,
6.60
21.39
38.36
s.22
0.06
6.06
18.97
t.47
t2.41
2t.16
22.45
L7.79
0.93
9.01
L6.74
4.21
9.86
43.89
, 12.10
0.30
4.63
%1.35
0.rB
53. To complete this survey, we hdve the data
supplied by the Commission on the breakdown
of plans (for the two development funds) into the
The data in'this table show the growihg pro-
portion of contracts awarded to enterprises in the
AAMS and Italy (both for supplies and for
works) and to, German enterprises (particularly
supplies), which represent 
-an appreciable change
in the situation. t
nationalities of the enterprises to whom contracts
were awarded and the countries of origin of supplies,
as on 3l December 1967.
(b) State of tke First E.D.F.
54. Before looking into the operation of financial
aid under the Yaound6 Convention, it might be
worth while to sum up the projects financed by the
First Etiropean Development Fund (1958-1964).
The table below shows the situation as at 30 Septem-
ber 1968:
Breaktlown of plans under the two ilevelopment funils into the nationalities of the
enterprises to which contracts were awardefl as at 3l December 1967
State of ProJeds under the First European Development Fund as at 30 September 1968
B€neiclary State S'm expended
Burundi
Cameroon
Central African Republic
Corgo-BrazzailTe
Congo-Kinsihasa
Ivory Coast
Dahomey
Gabon
Upper Volta
Madagascar
Mali
'Mauritania
Niger
Rwanda
Senegal
Somalia
Chad
rogo
3,848
M,tgt
12,714
2t,s79
12,036
31,669
t6,451
t4,6Bt
23,782
62,765
4t,069
14,528
24,366
4,&6
32,U9
.7,826
26,001
12,386
AAMS Total gg7,628
The data in this table show there has, in some
cases, been a timeJag between commitments and
paymenfs. The Joint Committee has looked into
t2
this on several occasions; it reflects an appreciable
delay in carrying through some of the projects under
the Firs[ European Development Fund.
(in 1,000 a.w.l
Nmber of prcjets I Srms omDltted
ll
27
27
18
16
t9
t8
t6
t4
40
24,
lt
8
ll
2,L.
8
r9
l8
4,926
62,755
t8,2t7
26,036
tg,6s4
39,669
2Q,778
L7,768
28,349
64,246
42,02A
t6,977
3I,309
4,U2
4e,830
r0,089
27,926
16,936
328 474,81O
It also considers regrettable tlrat the relevant
files are deatt with so slowly, leading to delayq in
decisions to finance.
At present; on the other hand, the Joint Com-
mittee is able to record with satisfaction that EDF
cogmitments are being phased in a steadier flow.
(c) State of th,e Seeond EDF
55. As at 30 September 1968, the,sums committ6d
under the Second Fund totalled 485m a.u. and
, 
expenditure l26m a.u.
The phasing of the commitments is such that,
when the present Convention expires, the EDF'
wi[ probably have used up the total allocation of
funds in the form of non-repayable aid. In. contrast
to 1963, there will thus be no residual funds left
on 3l May 1969 to allow for the continuity of
financial and technical co-operatidn should there
be any hiatus in the life of the Associatoin."
66. With reference to the beneficiary States
and the nature of the appropriations, the position ,
regarding cornmitments and payments is shown in
tle following table:
t,
State of projects uirder the Second 
T" 
* at 30 September 1968
11,000 a.u)
NatEe of approprlatloas,
Nuaber
of
projects
SlrEs
commltted
Stm
exlmded
Total per coutry
a"--r" | ,*-"Bents I ,
Burwndi,
Investments
Aid for diversif.cation
Tied technical assistaace
General technrcal co-operation
Camcroon
Invqstments
Aid for production
Aid for diversiflcation
Tied technical assistance
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5?. The First EDF focused principally on infra-
structure projects. The Second Europelrn Develop-
ment Fund, on the other hand, was primarily
Health
Miscellaneous
concerned with the directly productive branches
of the economy, as is clear from the table below:
Allocaffons made under the First and Seconil European Development Funds, broken down
into sectors (actual paymetrts)
(May 1968)
(Mi:ilim a.u.)
Sector
Flrst EDF Second EDF
Anount Amomt
iasic services
Lural developmgnt
upport'for agricultural
, 
prces
chool building
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2q2
14t
r13
-c)
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-e)
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l8
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D
lt
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() Prior to the Ya9ud6 Convodm, trainbg eme uder the budget of tho EEC Cmissloa.
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58. These facts show that there was a major
change in policy under the Second Fund. There
wasi an increase in the appropriations for rural
production (agriculture, stock-breeding, fisheries);
these attracted around half of the sums committed.
Infrastructure (transport and communications,
town-planning, hydraulic engineering) receiVed one
third of the appropriations.
The Second EDF also covered a wide ra:rge of
rural development projects (structural improve-
ments,, aid for diversification, land irrigation,
veterinary services, etc.).
The Fund also allocated an increasing proportion
of its resources for industrial investment. Although
still rrot on a large sca"Ie, there was a considerable
increase as compared with the First EDF in the
credits for this sector. As at 7 November 1968, 12.4m
a.u. had been committed in this sector.
The appropriations for industrialization are
mainly in the forrn of loans extended under special
conditions; yet only 66 per cent of the Funds
availablg for this purpose have been committed
so far. Thb phasing is much slower than in the case
of subsidies; this is becausd selectirig suitable
projects, which could be financed by repayable
loa.ns, are hard to find in most of the AAMS.
I6
59. One reason why the Second EDF is more
effective is 6srtainly- because of the profitable
co-operation between the Corirmission of the
Communities, which is responsible for running the
Fund, and the EDF Committee.
The six member States of the EEC today. feel
much more directly involv.ed in this work. Their
representatives have acquired the habit of discussing
projects 
- 
on the Consultative Committee 
-inwhich their respective countries have similar
interests in the bilateral context. This has made for
better co-ordination between EDF assistance'and
bilateral help, sometimes allowing for joint
financing.(1)
Similarly, the EDF and the EIB have often
acted jointly with AID, the World Bank, the FIS
and the AID/USA.(,)
e) F the w of a rqlional developmeut progme in t.he Cotral Alrim
Bepublic, Frme will fru@ pdt of the tahalel Nistae, the EDF
tnanchg the in!6fu.mts. ln two case, the t*tile fmtory irChad udtle cmmt works [a Norttr Camerm, joint G.ane bc bem provided
not oEly. by Bg -BOf og special mudltiom but by pri%te Euopeangaou.ps, in-addttion_ to public Nistane lrom sore- nm.ber Stite,
h!-t U-l lom- and upplies giviug mdit. The EDF lom reprmtei
- 
1_6 pul 
"ggt 
of the total ct of ttre lEoduct in Chad md 24 pei cmt ofthat in Cmeroot
f) Thg EDF. md tle World Bank/AIQ jointly frmnced r@d coEtructlonln Sonalia md Mauitanla. The EIB md ttre World Bak/AID together
_fumced.-indwtafi1 ad agricultual projects h Cmsoie md 6ngeBwille.
(d\ Tke uorh of tke Eurot'eau' Inoe$trnent Bank
60. The Council's report states that as at 23 July
1968 the EIB had granted normal loans amounting
to 20.9m accounting units out of a total available
of 64 million. , Hence the EIB may well have
resources still in hand when the Yaound6 Conven-
tion expires.
It is also worth noting that only five Associated
States had recourse to this form of loan:
IVORY COAST
loan of 1,016,000 accounting units to Sonaco
(National Packaging Company) to build an
industrial plant to package bananas.
CAMEROON
loan of 1,215,000 accounting units to Socatral
(Cameroon Ai"i"i*"* Company) Ior an a}i- '
minium-rolling Plant.
lsan df 2,026,000 accounting units to Sosucarn
(Cameroon Sugar Company) for .building a
sugar refinery.
loan of 4 million accounting units to Enelcam
(Cameroon Electric Company) to increase the
production of electricitY
loan of 1,216,000 accounting units to Sicarn
(Cameroon Textile Company) to build a
spinning and weaving complex.
SENEGAL
1g* of 2,400,000 accounting units to the SIES
(Senegal Industrial Fertiliser Company) for an
inausiriat complex.
CONGO-BRAZZAVILLE
loan of 9 million accounting units to the CPC
(Congo Potash Company) for a mining plant'
MAUHITANIA
loan of Il million accounting units to Somima
(Mauritania Mining Compauy) to exploit a
copper dePosit.
In view of this situation, the Joint Committee
would. like the European Investment Bank to
change its policy to make it more effective in
helping the AAMS to develoP.(1).
(e) Impl,ernentation of Arti,cle 2;? oJ the Conaention
61. When it met in Kinshasa, the Association
Council followed the pattern of two previous years
in taking a fresh look at the general policy for
flnancial and technical co-operation; it did so in the
light of an annual repQrt submitted by the Commis-
sion.
Resolution No. 3/68 which the Council adopted('8)
enlarges on and clarifies the two earlier resolutions,
whici remain fully valid. To a large extent it is a
reflection ,of increased solidarity between the
Associated States themselves'
62. The first part of the resolution deals with the
various problems of economic and social investments
and of tied technical assistance.
It begins by concentrating (patagraph l) on the
harmonizationof investments as between Associated
States. In the interestd of economio io-operation
and of inter-African trade, the purpose here is to
stimulate thq development of all the countries
concerned under the most economic''conditions
possible and to help consolidate the solidarity
Letween them by appropriately harrnonizing their
investment projects.
I It is clear, as the resolution confirms, that
the Community must be ready to grve its support'
Hence it statid that it will give the technical
assistance requested by the AAMS in drawing up
co-ordinated investment programme5 wherever
regional co-operation makes this desirable' This
*ifl 
^.* 
moie joint investment prograrnmes'on a
multinational scale and more market agreements
covering the distribution areas of products of new
industries.
Paragraph 2 of the resolution, which covers
a6dcultire, stresses the importance 
-of developryg
'tf,e oroduction of foodstufis hand in hand with the
effoits concentrated on industrial crops'
Paragraph 3 deals with stock-rdli"S. It' advo-
cates m6re- ss-ssdination between the producing
countries (better breeding of livestock, increasing
productiviiy, modernizing productiol.a:rd market-
ing structuies, widening the scope of inter-African
agf,eements on animal Proclucts).
' Failing adequate means of communication, it
is hard to- see hbw these efforts are going to yield
results. This is why paragraph 4 of the resolution
stresses their imPortance.
The second paragraph of the resolution deals
brieflv with training at aII levels. All thd partners
rr" 
"6o.u*"d at 
the needs of the AAMS and are
"*.""a 
thev should look into the d'iversification of
tr"aining methods, particularly by using new training
techrriques.
The Joint Committee would lile, once again, to
stress thle importance of Article'27 of the Conven-
tion, whereby all the partners'in the Association
ls) The t6t of this rmlutlon on the gmeral orimtation o! dnqncial e'l
' ' teahnical @-qlEration is givo in Amd II'(r) Se para- ll9.
j..i r, 
'J-Li,7inf-&1]]@-.44-L-,_ Il--.L!. z.sr
t7
are involved in working out a policy. It therefore
. 
welcomes the new decisions taken by the Council;
- tlo" reflect the spirit of constructive co-operation
which prevailed at the ministerial deliberations at
Kinshasa.
(f) Impl,ernentation of Annex VI
64. Before closing this chapter, regret may be
expressed at the unduly formal and restrictive
interpretation given to Annex VI by the govern-
ments of the member States.
Under the terrns of these provisions, the six
governments agreed 'to procei:d, at the expiry of
the three years subsequent to the entry into force
of this Convention, to a re-examinaiion of the
financial aid, such re-examination being designed.
to pring to light imperfections therein and to lead
to the taking of any decisions which may prove
necessary in the Iight of experience gained over
this period.'
This re-examination led to no practical result.
No measure wbs formally taken by the EEC
member St2tes, rn the light qf the four years of
activities of the Second Fund, to take into account
the experience gained.
No remedy, for example, has been found to
the difficulties arising in connexion with aid for
production and diversification in some AAMS; the
six Governments feel that there is no major
imperfection which would justify changing ihe
present system.
V-Technical And culfurat co-operation
65. In addition to financial aid for economic and
social investments, the overall effort of the EDF
on behall of the Associated States incluiles action
of other types (technical aid linked with invest-
ments, general technical co-operation, cultural
co-operdtion), which represent aiubstantial contri-
bution to the development of the AAMS.
(.) Technical assistance linhed, aitk inaestntents
66. In the year under review, technical assista4ce
linked with investments,took a prominent place inits three forms 'preparatory', iconcomitairt, and
'subsequent'. All the AAMS received the benefit of
this aid for very many-projects.
Through this action the European Commission
is now able to fniltze a great many development
projects about which final decisioni can soon be
taken, once a third fund is endowed with the
necessary resources.
l8
67. Of the 34 investment and diversification
projects financed in 1967, 16 obtained preparatory,
technical assistance of 2,900,000 a.u.
Concomitant technical assistance, i.e. Iinked
with the execution of projects (training and educa-
ting the beneficiary populations, direction and
supervision on behalf of the country concerned),
lslallfd 8,400,000 a.u.
Aid subsequent to investments, which is
exceptional, was given in the case of only one
project in 1967 and the amount involved was
2,800,000 a.u.
(b) General technical co-operation
68, 
-.In the field,of general technical co-operation(sending experts, planning:, surveys, mining research,
trade promotion), the Second EDF financed
operations to the extent of over 26m a.u.
In 1g67, 674 experts (including 288 in the
agricultural sector and 224ln the industrial sector)
worked in the AAMS within this framework oi
general technical assistance and technical co-
operation.
69. It is also worth drawing attention to the
importance of some general surveys that have
been made, such as those into marketing AAMS
products in the EEC. One survey deals with the
production, transport and marketing of AAMS
bananas, the aim being to improve productivity
and make the product more competitive. Otheis
cover tropical fruits, oleaginous products, coffee,
cocoa, butter, hides and skins.
There has also been a major programme for
helping the AAMS to have standi at fairs and
exhibitions in the Community; this is financed by
the EDF within the framework of general technical
co-operation. This programme is jointly run by
the Community, the member States and {he AAMS
concerned. The member States 
-bear the cost ofhiring the exhibition stands, the AAMS provide the
products exhibited and cover the cost oi managing
the stands and the EDF pays for the building and
setting up of stands and for publicity.
The Joint Comtnittee welcomed this move which
is certainly going to help promote trade within the
Association; it would like to see the programme
expanded.
(c) Cwltwral co-operation
7_0. Trantng men is of great importance in
development and is one of the conditions on which
investments in the AAMS depend if it is to be effec-
tite.
Point 20 of the resolution passed by the Associa-
tion Councilin Antananarivo itatea tnlt investment
policies are only of value if they are coupled whith
T:,,
t
I
I
I
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a programme for training the men responsible for
carrying it out and, subsequently, for running the
projects concerned. It is understandable that the
EDp has gradually increased its work in this field.
7L. The number of Community scholarships to
AAMS nationals again increased in 1967-1968,
totalling f ,940(1) as compared with 1,679 in 1966-
1967. Of these 468 were financed from the budget
of the Commission and the rest were financed by
the EDF. The AAMS programme is comparable in
scale to that of the United Nations for all the devel-
oping countries.
The Joint Committee welcomes this increase in
the number of scholarships especially since there is
an increase in the number of scholars attendirrg for
training in the AAMS (37 per cent as comparedr
with 30 per cent the previous years and 7 per cent
in 1962-1963).
It trusts that this work will continue because
local training is better suited to the needs of the
AAMS. It will also serve to strengthen the co-
operation links between the AAMS in the field
of training manpower.
?2.' An increasing-number of scholars have been
going in for agriculture (26 per cent as cgmpared
witn ZO per cent the previous year) apd this is
Iikely to increase. The improvement in farming
techniques calls for an increasingly large number
of managers in agriculture.
The Joint Committee noted with concern,
however, that in 1966-1967 there was a fall in the
number of scholarships in the technical sector.('z)
It therefore hopes that this sector will attract more
scholarships in future.
?3. In the AAMS, the shortage of executives is
a particularly serious problem at the junior
exeiutive level. For this reason part-time training
programmes and specializ.ed programmes should be
on a larger scale in future.
The Joint Committee welcomes what the
Commission has done in:
,(i) training craftsmen, clerks and direclors of
small concerns in Carneroon, Coigo-Btazza-
ville, Congo-Kinshasa, Gabon and Madagascar;
(ii) training managers for the agricultural co-opera-
tives in Rwanda;
(iii) training textile workers in Chad'
At the same time, the growing number of requests
submitted to the Commission for correspondence
(r) More detailed data on the sc.holarshtps Programo for 1967-1988 ae
givm ir Am6 I.(l) See Table C ln Amer I.
courses shows that there is a real need here'(3) The
Association Council took account of this in its
resolution when it said. that it hoped there would be
a greater variety of training methods, particularly
through the use of new teaching techniques.
74. One important decision may be noted with
satisfaction. In April 1968, the EDF appropriated a "
reserve of 3,200,000 a.u. for the renewal of scholar-
ships for the period after the 1968-69 academic
vear. This will enable those who are not due to
-finish their courses in 1969 (when the Yaound6
Convention expires) to have their scholarships
renewed up until when their studies are completed.
With regard to the academic year 1968-69, the
prog[amme envisaged involves 1,600 scholarships
to be financed by the EDF, with the addition of
300 to be financed by the Commission. In view of
the previous, steady rise in the number of scholar-
ships, this levelling off has caused some concern to
the Joint Committee.
VI-Right of establishment
?5. There is nothing new to report concerning
the implementation of the Convention regarding
establishment, services, pa5rments and capital. The
aim of the Treaty has been achieved in this context;
in 1967 indeed, the AAMS concerned informed the
EEC that the provisions of Title III had come into
force.
iA. The Committee therefore dealt, during the
year under review, with questions of detail; these
toncerned the entry arrangements to be made for
AAMS delegates to Belgium and other EEC coun-
tries on their official missions relating to the Associa-
tion. In this respect, the positive response of the
Belgian authorities to the approaches made by the
AAMS may be noted with satisfaction.
YII-The extemal relations of the Association
(a) Trade Pol,icY
?7. Under Article 12 of the Convention the
pontracting parties agreed to inform each other
and, at the request of one of them, to consult each
other for thb purposes of the efiective.application
of the Convention. Pursuant to this'clause, the
AAMS asked the EEC to phase the introduction
of the tarifi concessions granted at the Kennedy
Round; the EEC was unable to meet this request in
so far as it was a general one and thus diff,cult to
win acceptance for it from all the parties to the
t8l In 1986 mil 1967. the EDF finmced 810 scholarships for mnspoadre
' ' ;;""", tu" tesoits of which wse s Iollom (r€fl@tlng the interest of
tle soh6lars): very good or good, 41 Per ceDq average, 15 trE etrt; poor
cr nil, 44 Irer @t.
)
i
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negotiations; but the Community did accede to the
AAMS requests in respect of four tariff positions
of importance to them.
Similarly, the EEC did not meet the wishes of
the AAMS concerning the suspension of tariffs on
tea and cashew nuts. The present arrangements
will remain in force until the Yaound6 Convention
expires. The future system for these products will
be a matter for those who negotiate the new Con-
vention.
(b) Co-ofieration at the international, leael
78. At its session in Strasbourg, the Parliamen-
tary Conference discussed the participation of the
24 partners at the Second United Nations Conference
on Trade and Development. It called upon the
EEC, its member States and the AAMS to do their
utmost to dovetail their policies bearing in mind
their mutual interests at the international level;
this, on the basis of the spirit and letter of the
Convention and particularly its Protocol No. 4.
Consultations at four meetings were held at the
New Delhi Conference and these enabled the
partners in the Association to harmonize their
viewpoints on some of the commercial issues dealt
with by UNCTAD.
79. Prior to that Conference the AAMS took an
active part in defining the policy of the 77 devel-
opingcountries vis-d,-vis the industrialized States.
Their defence of the trading system obtaining under
the Yaoundd Convention deserves to be acknowl-
edged.
80. The New Delhi Conference did not yield very
satisfactory results-considering the hopei to whiclr
it had given rise. A few principles of definite inter-
est did, however, emerge.
One of these was the idea of the 'degree of
underdevelopment'. The developing countries have
thus recognized the existence of differing situations
calli:rg for diffsring solutions through accepting the
principle of special measures in favoui of the
least-developed countries which, indeed, include
the AAMS:
UNCTAD also'adopted a new objective with
respect to aid for the developing countries, recom-
mending that all the economically advanced
countries should try to tra:rsfer to the developing
countries a net minimum amount each year
representing the financial equivalent of I per cent
of its gross national product.
Lastly, a general agreement was reached on the
principle of generalized, and non-reciprocal prefer-
ences to be granted by the industrialized States to
the finished and semi-finished products of all the
developing countries.
20
81. On this point the Associated States are aware
of the fact that the least developed countries which
already get the benefit of tariff preferences have
very little to hope from a general preferential system
which would not yield any substantial addilional
benefits with regard to their.exports of processed
agricultural products. At the meeting in Algiers
and at the New Delhi Conference, however, the
AAMS endorsed the principle of this system; it
did so as an act of sotidarity with the reit of the
third world; but they made the fundamental
reservation that this generalized system ought
to yield benefits to them that would be at least
eguivalent to those they attracted urrder the Com-
munity's preferential system.
Under these circumstances the Association
should not be an obstacle to the implementation of
this system: this will call for new international
negotiations at which the EEC and the AAMS
will no doubt have to go on confronting and
harmonizing their views.
82. Still with reference to co-operation between
the Association partners at the international level,
the excellent collaboration during the negotiatiohs
for renewing the International Coffee Agreement
gives cause for satisfaction.
It is to be hoped that this co-operation will
continue particularly in the arduous negotiations
with a view to concluding an international cocoa
agreement.
(c) Conswltations abowt the Association agreernent
between the EEC and. East Afrdca
83. During the period under review, the EEC
dontinued and concluded the negotiations concerning
the association with three East African countrid(Kenya, Uganda and Tanzania).
The AAMS can only welcome the conclusion
9f tle Association agreement which was sigaed on26 July 1968.
In this connexion, however, there is one
observation to be made concerning the consultation
procedure laid down in Article 68 of the Convention.
The consultations on the Association Council were
not held until23 July which was three days beforethe signature of the agreement. Under these
conditions, the consultations were no more than a
formality lacking i, ury real meaning.
VIII-The renewal of the Yaound6 Convendon
84. Article 60 of the Yaound6 Convention reads:
'One year before the expiry of this Convention the
Contracting Parties shall consider what provisions
could be made to apply for a further period., The
renewal of the Convention which expires on Bl May
1969 is thus one of the main concerns of all the
Association partners at this time.
The parliamentarians of the Association have '
already had an opportunity of stating their attitude
on this problem. The Parliamentary Conference held
in Strasbourg in December 1967 recommended
to the Community, its member States and to
the Associated States that they should, without
delay, prepare the renewal of the Association when
theYaound6 Convention expired so that negotiations
might in fact begin on I June 1968 and be completed
in good time so as to avoid any break in con-
tinuity.(1)
(a) Tke aorh of the EEC and tke AAMS uith a aiew
to opeming negotiations to reneu tke Cona'ention
85. The AAMS have held two ministerial meetings
to discuss this problem.('a)
The first of these meetings rvas held in Niamey
from 12 to 13 January 1968 and this finalized the
procedures and the working schedule in anticipation
of the future negotiations. Under the terms of the
decisions taken at that time, each State was to
set up a national committee 1e finalize the technical
files and a secretariat in Brussels responsible for
co-ordination wab to centralize the relevant data;
an extraordinary meeting of the Ministerial Co-
ordinating Council was to be held in Brussels in the
Spring.
86. This meeting of the AAMS Co-ordination
Council was held in Brussels on 7, 8 and 9 May 1968.
On that occasion the AAMS envisaged asking the
EEC at the ,Council meeting in Kinshasa if the
negotiations, referred to in Article 60 of the Con-
vention could begin in October. Following the
guidelines given by the ministers, AAMS diplomatic
representatives in Brussels were asked to do the
necessary ground-work on the Co-ordinating Com-
mittee and to'complete their work by October.
87. The work done by AAMS ministers and the
AAMS diplomatic representatives accredited in
Brussels, was complemented by the noteworthy
personal efforts of Mr. Hamani Diori, President of
the Republic of Niger. In September and October
he paid a series of official visits to the six member
States and.to the Commission to discuss the renewal
of the Convention; he was acting on behalf of the
l8'Associated States in his capacity as President-
in-Office of the AMCO; the basic text here was the
memorandum he submitted to the EEC in 1966.
88. For the EEC, the first step was taken by the
Comniission in April. In a report to the Council,p)
it came out in favour of upholding the Association,
for improving some of the trade arrangements,
increasing the price guarantees for some tropical
products and for keeping financial assistance up to
at least the level of the Yaound6 Convention.
89. The European Investment Bank has also
dealt within its own sphere with the problems
involved in the expiry of the Yaound6 Convention.
Its Management Committee submitted a mem()ran-
dum to the Council in June and this contained
suggestions for improving Community 4id to the
AAMS.
g0. The European Parliament, has frequently
spoken in favour of renewing the Association.
Following the Parliamentary Conference in
Strasbourg, a major debate held in January 1968
showed the interest of the European Parliament in
continuing with the Association.(a) At its session in
JuIy 1968, the European Parliament assessed the
results of financial and technical co-operafion and
stated its resolve to see the Association continue
with a new European Development Fund.(6)
At its session in October 1968, the European
Parliament gave its Opinion on the memorandum
by the European Commission. It also held a major
debate on all the problems involved in renewing
the Association. The report submitted by Mr. Thorn
deserves to be widely circulated both among the
member States and the Associated States.(6) It is
to be hoped that the conclusions drawn in this
report and the resolution relating to it(?) rnay
carry some weight with the negotiators of the new
Convention.
91.. The Council, for its part, made no move until
the ministerial meeting in Kinshasa.(8) It was at
this meeting that the representatives of the Six'
signified to the AAMS their agreement to open
negotiations for a renewal of the Convention.
92. The overall agreement of all the partners
on renewing the Association was thus finally
forthcoming on 23 July 1968 on the Association
Council.
The importance of this political decision (taken
at the ministerial meeting in Kinshasa) is to be
noted with satisfaction, especially in view of the
reservations on the part of some member States,
which had opened up the possibility that they might
take a different attitude. The resolution passed
by the Association Council reflects the political
(1) Rslution on ttre Third Amual Relrrt otr the activities of the Asiation
Comcil, para 29.
(s) Who t[i-s report wc being dram up, a new AAMS ministerial meting
w6 belng plroed for 13 Dember 1968.
(8) A srcuy of this is roced (Aua III).
(a) Report by Mr. Aigner (Doc.178167 of 17.1.68).
i6) Report by Mr, Metzger (Doc. 89/68).
ioi Remrt bv Mr. Thorn (Doc. 137/68).
izi rni text or this reoluiion ts annexed to this relprt (Auex lV)'
iai At its sBsioo of 30 Mav 1968, the Council simply t@k trote of the rePort
' ' from the Commision,'Tbe Femuent Reprsetrtativs Comitte w6
6ked to study this RePort-
t
I
t
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.will of the partners to contihue with their joini
endeavours. On the basis of this text the work in
preparation for the negotiations proper will go
forward according to the following schedule:
(a)The EEC and the AAMS were to prepiue
independently for thenegotidtions, so that they
might arrive at a common line on the largest
number of issues possible within a reasooible
time.
(b)This preparatory work was to, lead up to a
meeting of the Cohtracting Parties, to be held
as soon as possible and, in any event, before
. 15 Decetnber lg68 to allow for a first joint
examination on those points where a common
line had emerged. At this meeting too, the
practical arrangements whereby the negotiations
might be concluded before 3l May 1g6g were
also to be worked out.
The parliamentarians in the Association deplored
the fact that the negotiations weire to begin, several
months behind the schedule laitl down in ihe
Yaound6 Convention. When the Joint Committee
met in Brussels it stressed this point, expressingits concern at the consequenpes of delays in
implementing Article 60. It was,'however, witn
satisfaction that the Committee. took note, at its
BrazzavilTe meeting, of the determination of the
Council not oply to renew the Convention but to
conclude the relevant negotiations before the
present Convention expires. But the Council has
failed to abide by the schedule it laid down;'so it
would remind the Association Council of its real
concern in this context, which is to avoid any
stop-gap arrangement between the expiry of the
present Convention and the implementation of a
new one.
Yet, in view of the length of time taken in
parliamentary ratification procedures, the Joint
Committee said it would, as a precautionary meas-
ure, look into the problems which would arise if
a legal vacuum proved inevitable. This is why this
report discusses measures lor a p.ossible transiiional
period, in addition to those involved in renewing
the Convention.
(b) General t'loblems
93. The first quilstion is: should an agreement
of the same t54pe as that concluded at Yaound6
be envisioned or one of a difierpnt kind? In other
words should one envisage an agreement with
protocols which cor:Id be changed or a renewed
convention which would embody the experience of
the past?
It wil be remembered that this question has
already been raised on the Association Committee. (x)
- 
The general view seems to favour an agreement
of the Yaound6 type which would safirguard the
underlying principles of the Association but which
would have some of its provisions changed partic-
4*ly those on trade and the machinery forfinancial.and technical assistance.
The statement made in Libreville on 24 Juneby the Gabon Minister. for Economic Afiairs
pinpoints this sitriation :
'It would be a serious mistake to go in for an
article-by-article revision of the Yaound6
Convention. We should be involved in endless
negotiations. There should be no sudden change
in the EDF investments system. The time-
table for the negotiations will not be adhered to
unless we restrict'our attention to a few real
problems and at the same time avoid any major
upheaval.'
94. While agreeing that the next convention
should be open to the accession of new States(Article 58 of the Convention) the Joint Committee
agrees with the European Commission that in the
present state of affairs, distinct association agree-
meflts concluded in the appropriate manner with
one or more States having comparable production
and structures would be preferable to any standard
association agreement.
95. With regard to the period covered by the
new convention, the Joint Committee had an
interesting discussion in Brazzaville. There were
two main viewpoints and the arguments on both
sides are worth recapitulating here for the benefit
of the members of the Parliamentary Conference.
On the one hand, a period of five years would
be justified because it would be easier to adjust to
new realities arising in world trade and in the
development of the AAMS theryselves. The experi-
ence of the Yaound6 Convention has shown that
adjustments are needed even before five years have
elapsed. It is also to be feared that the total amount
of financial assistance to be decided for the whole
period might be the same for five or for sev6n years.
Lastly the depreciation of currencies which would
occur over a longer period would reduce the real
value of the financial assistance.
On the other hand, there are good arguments in
favour of a period of seven years. A longer period
would avoid having negotiations too close together
i.e. in the fourth year; the qxperience gained in the
two previous conventions have shown that there
is a risk of a break in continuity; this has both legal
and financial implications. This longer period would
also enable the Associated States to see how much
assistance they might expect in a longer term and
they could make their development plans accord-
ingly.(r) S€ the reports oI Mr. Pedbi md Mr. Troclet op. cit.
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The Joint Committee did not think fit to state
its attitude on his point. Bearing in mind the insuf-
ficient information it had, it left it to the Con-
ference, if not to the negotiators of the new
convention, to make the fina1 choice.
96. To round up these general points, it is worth
stressing the importance attaqhed by the AAMS
to the fact that the Association has its origi4 in the
Treaty of Rome (Part IV). In the first annual
report on the activities of the Council of Association,
,Mr. Pedini stated that the Association had, for the
Community, a perrnanent and institutional char-
acter. This point was also made by the Commission
in its report to the Council when it stressed the
meaning and the political importance of the Associa-
tion which it regarded as an essential part of the
Community construction. The Joint Committee
considers that the new conv'ention ought, in its
preamble, to reaffirm the permanent character of
the association.
(c) Institutional, probl,erns
97. It is not necessary to stresS the importance
and the originality of the institutional structure
created by the Yaound6 Qonvention which has
esfablished a genuine atmosphete of partners
working together. The institutional provisions
should therefore.be renewed.
In view of its essentially political nature and its
powers of decision, the Association Council ought to
comprise the ministers who are, by virtue of their
own governmental office, most familiar with
association problems. Such ministers should be
present at every session of the Council, irrespective
of any prior agreement which may be made between
the two groups of partners and expressed by their
respective spokesmen.
98. For the same reasons, the Association
Committee, the smooth running of which is essential
to the continuity of this co-operation, should retain
its present level of representation.
It would, moreover, be desirable for the
Committee to be able, wherever necessary, to refer
to a joint group of experts for the technical analysis
of special problems.
99. On adifierentnote, thenewConvention might
formally redognize the seat of the AAMS Co-ordina-
tion Council and Committee and of the Joint
Secretariat of the Association. A special protocol
could lay down the privileges and immunities of the
members of the Co-ordination Secretariat penna-
nently resident in Brussels. This would guarantee
the independence of their office, and, at the sarne
time, state the system to govern for the property,
funds and assets which the Council and the Com-
mittee might come in due counie to ho1d.
100. As regards 'informin$ and consulting each
other' pursu?rnt to the Convention, the relevant
provisions (Articles ll and 12) have not, as is
generally recognized, given complete satisfaction to
either party. The Joint Committee therefore hopes
that the next Convention will improve the procedure
in this context, so that'there may be an effective
dialogue to take account of the interests of both
sides. Under Article 11, the EEC ought to be re-
quired to tell the AAMS Co-ordination Committee
of its intentions-even prior to the consultations
proper.
101. Lastly, the .provisions on the right of
establishment, services and capital have not raised.
any special difficulties and should be retained as
they stand.
(d) General, problerns of trade
102. The preferences which the AAMS enjoy on
the Community market replaged the bilateral
preference arrangements of the Franc Zone '
(inctuaing guaranteed prices) which were vbry
advantageous to the Associated States. As the
,, Commission notes in its memorandum to the
Council, the Community preferences have not
enabled all the AAMS to obtain better results with
their exports to the Community than the other ,
developing countries. In some cases their position
is now less favourable than that of other develop-
ing countries.
Under these conditions, the Joint Committee
would like thbse preferences at least 1e fos mainfnin-
ed; they have not inhibited the normal expansion
of trade between the Community and the other
developing countries. Maintaining these preferences
is justifiable, particularly since the AAMS are
among the least economically developed nations,
onwhose behalf UNCTAD II advocated preferential
measures.
As for the preferences granted by the Associated
States to the EEC, which logically come into a
free trade area system, the AAMS consider that they
are a factor for balance and should therefore be
maintained.
Assuming that preferences for finished and
semi-finished products from all the developing
countries are generalized in line with the UNCTAD
recommendations, it would be desirable to give the
Associated States preferential treatment.
103. With regard to quantitative restrictions,
the safeguard clauses laid down in the present
Corivention should be maintained and even'strength-
ened, both nationallyandregionally, so that under
certain conditions appropriate protection could be
' given to the growing industries of the Associated'
States through effective quota measures.
104. The present arrangements for trade with
third countries, as laid down in Article 12 of the
Convention, should be retained; any tariff reductions
decided upon should only be granted after discus-
sions on the Association Council.
It would also be highly desirable-as the
Commission proposes-for the Community to
waive the most favoured nation clause in some cases
so as to promote industrialization agreements on
an area basis between neighbouring States in
Afica.
L05. The new convention will have to find new
answers and, in this context, reference should be
made to the following general principles:
(a) setting up compensation machinery to help the
sensitive AAMS exports along the same Iines
as the provisions enacted for oleaginous
products. Special protocols could deal with
specific products and these could, in some of
their provisions, be subject to review;
(b) acknowledgement of the principle of a'profitable
price' for AAMS producers to be used when
setting the reference price on importation into
the Community;
(c) trade promotion and publicity to expand the
market for AAMS products in the EEC;
(d) up-holding and, if necessary, increasing the
tariffs and quota concessions for AAMS prod-
ucts in the Community.
Special provisions governing market orgariza-
tions would be of interest within the Association in
th€ case of products not covered by international
organization.
106. Similarly, the new Convention ought to do
something about the consumer taxes on tropical
products charged in some member States. It is
worth remembering here the conclusions drawn by
Mr. Armengaud ip his report on the effects of thege
taxes on consumption patterns.(1)
In the opinion of the AAMS, the best solution
would be to abolish or gradually to reduce these
taxes-or even to set a ceiling on them. In any
event, ad valorum taxes should replace specific taxes
without delay.
The argument of the six Governments, however,
deserves taking into account; they regard these
consumer taxes as a matter for their own national,
fiscal and budgetary policies.
Under these conditions, a special protocol
might be envisaged in the new Convention, articu-
lating the willingrress of the member States to set
a ceiJipg on these taxes and then to reduce them
along lines to be laid down.
(e) Prod,ucts sirnil,ar to and, compltitiue ui,th
Ewropean agri.cwltur al, prod,wcts
107. The various EEC regulations governing the
importation of products similar to and competitive
with European agricultural products have been
much criticized.
These regulations were issued by the Community
hand in hand with its elaboration of the agricultural
policy. The Associated States, on the other hand,
have been dissatisfied at the way Article ll of the
Convention has been applied. On many occasions,
they have not been consulted until after the
irnplementation of the regulations in question.
The current trade preferences given under this
system at present are often minimal in comparison
with the treatment given to third countries. In
fact, the AAMS products do not have free access
to the European market but, as a rule, only attract
a slight reduction in the levy. As a result, the
difierence between the Community price and the
world price has resulted in a levy on AAMS products
which is quite high; this is because the protection
of the European market is worked out by reference
to world prices.
This is a major issue for the AAMS because the
products concerned represent 45 per cent of their
exports to the Community. This is why these States
would like the arrangements under Article 11 to be
improved.
108. The new Convention ought to give a clearer
definition of the term 'similar to arrd competitive
with'. The conditions under which these provisions
are applied ought also to be spelled out more
clearly.
The AAMS consider that some of their products
may be regarded as similar to European ones
without actually competing with them. They feel
that the concept of competition should be interpre-
ted as follows: no competition should be deemed
to exist if the EEC is short of AAMS products of
comparable quality and if the latter only come to
represent a very small fraction of EEC imports
and.thus do not pose a commercial threat to the
marketing of the European agricultural product
concerned.
Where AAMS products are similar to but not
competitive with EEC products a duty-free import
system should be envisaged. Raw tobacco is a case
in point. The AAMS raw tobacco exports to the
EEC represent not more than 1.8 per cent of the
Community's imports.
(l) The studts into @IIee ocmptioa mde by FAO md INRA-Europe
me to very similar conclEioE: ttre abolitim of ttrffi tfies muld l@d
to m incerc of ofie mmption of 7 per mt in FrilG, of fr@
l0 to 14 per mt ln G€mmy and of from 28 to g0 per mt in Italn
taking lnto a@utrt ttre rcrmal fleribility frctom. The Co--iston, fiiits-pdt, Iloint"d out tlat the deam6 of soEe products (cofie, mma)
,had 
a defisite lnfluae on @mptim stnctue.
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10g. At a more general level, the Joint Committee
endorsed the suggestions made by the Commission
in its note to i6e Council. It felt that the new
convention should incorporate a price guarantee
svstem similar to the one for oleaginous products;
ii would be based on the following principles:
(i) the definition of a 'contractual' grice by
' 'refererrce to the cost price in the AAMS coupled
with a degree of trade preference, sufficient to
boost imports from the Associated States;
(ii) the granting of subsidies in the event of prices
falling below this rate'
There should be special protocols governing
individual products and some of the clauses in
them codd be subject to review.
(f\ Pr o cess ed agricwl'twr al pr od'wcts
110. The rules for EEC imports of the processed
aericultural products from the AAMS have given
riie to miiunderstanding and to controversy
t"t*""" the Association partners' The Associated
Stut"t consider that these products come into the
industrial product category and oughf therefore to
be free of duty in compliance with {rticlg 2 of the
Cot v""tiorr. The memb-er Siates, on the other hand'
consider that because there is no duty on imports
oi ifr"t" products from third countries (these having
given way to a system of levies) they are no longer
covered bY Article 2.
Article I1 in fact makes no reference to this
ooint. The provisions enacted so far in respect of
[t 
"r" 
ptoa,icts have come under the Treaty of
'Rome iather than the Yaound6 Convention'
111. The new Convention will have to be much
more speciflc in defining the importatio.n rules for
"ro."ttia agricultural 
pioducts, especially since it
Ir Co**r"iIy policy to. encourage industrialization
in Atri"", 
"od t"uit in the form of 
processing
agricultural Products.
The European Commission thinks the AAMS
shodd be granted a substantial trade preference
o"Ltltfrira "countries under the new system' The
i* uppti.uble to the basic product ought to be
."ri,p"iia by reference to the 'contractual price'
for that product.
The Joint Committee considers that there
' should nirmally be no duties on importation 
-in all cases where this is possible' The present
svstem of dutv-free entry under Regulation I27 167 I
iiEC i;t tapiica and chocolate should be retained
in the new Convention.
It would also be desirable to introduce com-
pensatory taxes on some proces-sed agricultural
iroducts'when they are imported into the Com-
munity.
112. Your rapporteur would like to point out
that it would have been both sen'sible and desirable
for the Community to introduce a very Iiberal
svstem to govern imports of what is produced by
tLe $owir;g industrils in the Associated States,
insteid of eideavouring to protect itself, even when
there is no competitive threat. It should not be
forsotten that tfie EEC can also invoke the safe-
gua"rd clause (Article l3) of the present Convention
i, tir" event of any serious deterioration in its
economic situation.
E) Ttre specif,a probl':ems of bamanas
L13. The marketing of bananas is a subject of
concern to the Associated States; for some of them,U**r. make up the bulk of the export trade and
serious d.ifficultiis have been encountered' in this
context in recent Years.
West Germany has a nil-duty tariff quota for
this product undlr a protocol i1 the Treaty 
-of '
Rome; this was renew-ed under Annex IX of the
Yaound6 Convention. Under this Germany ma5z,
up till I January 1970, import no more than 238,800
tons free of duty. In 1967, however, Germany
imported 600,000 tons free of duty, includ'ing 19
tons from the AAMS.
It is true that Annex [[ discusses the contin-
sencv of GermanY's needing quantities exceeding
ine quota. In this Lvent, it is required to consult the
Associated States 'as to their being able to supply
on suitable terms all'or part of the guantities
requested'. The 'suitable terms' have, however,
neier been defined, so that the German importers
h".r" ,.'o"t lacked arguments for' retaining and
expanding their estJb[shed trading - relations
fquatity, ionsumers' tastes, regularity of supplies,
price).
1L4. The idea of revising this Annex might be
entertained, so that appropriate terms could be
defined in advance. The problem has now gone
U"yo"a this limited context because the question
.,f nrices on importation will continue to raise prob-
i".rit o" the -German market, even if the CET
oreference of 20 per cent is applied' To deal with
[his, structural action is needed in the member
Sittt, coupled with a banana market organization
within the framework of the Association'
1L5. It will be for the Commission to propose
suitable arrangements for a further period, 
-particu-
frrfy i" the ligit of suggestions- m3$e by the Joint
Committee in a repdrt which Mr' A-rmengaud
submitted to the Parliamentary Conterence rn
Strasbourg.
@) , Assi'stance to swppolt lka pri'ces of tropicalprod,wcts
Despite the efforts made to improve the struc-
tor" ot' agricultural production in the AAMS'
prices have sagged more in the case of some
products than costs have been cut. Thus countries
which obtain most of their receipts from these
products have not been able to align with what are
known 
-as ,world prices, as was envisaged in theYaound6 Convention. The Joint Comiittee has
discussed this on several occasions. In the report
submitted by Mr. Armengaud, it advocited
arrangements for stabilizing tropical products. The
parliamentarians should unite their efforts to find
a satisfactory solutiorr to this problem in the new
Convention.
- 
The Joint Committee also took great interestin the proposals made by the Commission in its
Note to the Council to the effect that special finan-
cial aid-would be granted in the case of products of
major importance in the.economies of the Asso-
ciated States if the 'world' price were to fall below
a reference price previously set by the EEC after
consultations with the AAMS.
' During the next period the advances to the
stabilization funds, which are used to keep prices
on an even keel, would be maintained.
1 (i) Financial, and, technical, co-operation
116. In vibw of the very favourable results of
the EEC's financial aid to the AAMS, all of the
provisions in the present Convention which deal
with financial and technical co-operation should
be retained in the new one, subject toimprovements
in the procedure for granting ald in some instances.
117. The first question arising is the amount of ,
assistance to be given.
The Joint Committee adopted a suggestion by
your_Rapporteur in endorsing the analysis made
!y Ur. Thorn in his report 6efore the -EuropeanParliament:
'As regards the total sum available to the new
EDF, this should be maintained at least at the
present level. In other words, total aid should
exceed, in absolute terms, the 230 million units
of account currently earmarked for the eighteen
AAMS over a period oI five years, so that
account can be taken of:
(a) the increase in the GNp that has taken place
in the six member 
-states over the pasf fiveyears-that is, aid should rise proportionally
with the wealth of the membei Stites;
(b) the increase in the population of the Asso_
ciated States,- which reduces the amount per
head of aid ailotted;
(c) the rise in the price'of manufactured goods
bought by the Associated States fro*
industrial countries, and particularly from
the Community;
(d) the decline in the purchasing power of money.
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An increase in Community aid is also justified
fV t1" past tendency for the total aid given
, PV tt9 West to the third world-and prii.u-larly by States-to be cut in favour of dtmestic
requirements. The proportion of multilateral
aid has declined while that of bilateral aid has'
grown larger.'(l)
LLS. It would not be advisable at present toq*"_uly radical change in the relative proportions
of subsidles and loans when it comes io iti"iai"g
up the assistance given.
Grants should still comprise the bulk of theCommunity's assistance, bearing in mind the
economic situation and the state of indebted.ness
of most of the Associated States.
As regards loans, the Joint Committee felt that
the new convention ought to givri the AAMS the
option of repaying these in local currencies.
To ensure the best possible use of normal loans,
recourse should be had more systematically to the
interest rebates already provided for. Indeed, an
interest rebate will not make an investment more
profitable but it wilt lighten the fiaancial burden
incurred with projects which will only yield a profit
in the longer term.
119. As regards the breakdbwn of EDF assistance
between beneficiary States, it is well known that
Sfgtq"! opinions have been expressed among theAAMS. Some would ]ike the assistance to be diiided
up in advance in favour of economic investments
according to the principle of a fair balance between
the beneficiary States. This fixed sum breakdown
would acquaint the beneficiary State with the
amount of assistance it might attract during the
whole of the period covered by the Conventioln for
the purposes of its development prograrrlmes.
, ..In.fact,_such a system would raise some verydelicate and complex problems, for it would be hard
to find suitable criteria. It would be reasonable for
EDF credits, therefore, to be divided up as in the
past, i.e. for the Commission which manages the
Fund to consult with the EDF Committe'e and,
Tferqng. to _ the guidelines laid down by th;Association Council, to assess the value of piojects
submitted by the AAMS.
- 
Whe_n assessing projects, the principle of .the
degree of underdevelopment' should beiaken into
account; this is, moreover, in Iine with resolutions
already passed by the Association Council. Hence
the situation of countries which are far from the
sgg.-(Chad, Mali, Upper Volta, Niger, the CentralAfricm Republic, Rwanda, eurunai; and und.er
a particular handicap owing to the lack of adequate
(r) Report by Mr. Thorr, op, cit, para. 66.
direct communications with the outside world,'
would be taken into eonsideration.
L20. As regards the breakdown of assistance into
sector, the Third EDF should place greater emphasis
on industrializalion proper; it only attracted 8.5
per cent of the operations under the Second EDF.
As far as possible this should go beyond the stage
of'surveys and make practical use of the research
work,done by the Commission in 1967 into the
possibilities of industriafization that exist in the
AAMS.
This industrialization can be considered in
difierent ways:
(i) through the creation. of industries producing
commodities to replace some of those imported
from the industrialized States;
(ii) through the setting up of production plants
geared to the Community and world export
markets.
These two approaches cou1d, indeed, be
dovetailed.
Their success depends on sufficient capitalbeing
available in the form of non-repayable assistance,
EDF loans on special conditions, European Invest-
ment Bank loans attracting interest rebates, private
capital underwritten with multilateral guarantees
and, lastly, loans extended by other international
bodies. Against this background, projects should
no longer be weighed in relation to the ability of the
AAMS to repay their loans but only in relation to
their practical merits.
The EDF ought to co-operate with the EIB
in seeing how private capital could be invested in
the industrial development of the AAMS. This
could be encouraged in various ways: multilateral
guarantees for private investments, direct action
in raising capital and setting up enterprises, notably
through local development banks and other credit
agencies, etc.
The suggestions made in the report by Mr. Thorn
on this subject(l) are worth taking a closer look
at because they are in line with the ideas put for-
ward by the AAMS and reiterated by President
Hamani Diori in his recent visits to the six capital5
'of the EEC countries.
121.. The technical assistance linkedwithinvest-
ments should continue accord.ing to the established
pattern (preparatory, concomitant and subsequent
assistance) as should general technical assistance
(general surveys, sending exprts, training managers,
full-time and part-time scholarships). The work of
the EEC in this context has, indeed, been com-
pletely satisfactory. 
"
fX-Problems concerning a possible transitional
' period
122. The Joint Committee has on several occd-
sions given expression to its concern that the new
.association should begin when the Yaound6 Con-
vention expires. It was indeed in December 1967
that the parliamentarians of the Association first
called for a prompt implementation of Article 60 to
avoid any break in continuity.
The Joint Committee would very much like the
negotiations to be completed in good time in line
with the Council's aff,rmation in its Kinshasa
resolution. However, bearing in mind that the
ratification procedure usually takes a long time
(involving the Parliaments of the 24 signatory
States), it considered it would be worthwhile
briefly to discuss the possibility of a transitional
period and any necessary arrangements pursuant
to Article 60.(1)
123. In 1963 there was a gap between the explry
of the first Convention and the beginning of the
second; at that time, however, there were still
substantial credits in reserve with'the result that
no harm was done. But at the present rate of EDF
cpmmitments, it is to be expected-as the Com-
mi6sion has already stressed-that the resources
earmarked for non-repayable assistance will be
completely used up by 3I May 1969. The effect of
this would be that the EDF's activity would come'
to a halt.
L24. In view of this situation, special measures
must be taken in time to ensure the continuity of
financial and technical co-operation.
With this in mind the European,Commission
ought to have the necessary funds in its own
budget to finance new scholarships for the 1969-70
academic year; at the same time the programme of
fairs arrd exhibitions of a commercial nature ought
'to go forward without intermption.
As regards new investments, the European
Commission should be authorized to take antici-
patory flnancing decisions-the sums relevant to
be appropriated from the future development
fund; the financial commitments involved in these
decisions would not become operative until the
new Convention came into force.
rrl Artlcle 60.2: 'The Counsil of Asiatioa should take aoy tra6tticDal
' ' mes wbtcu may be Etr€sary util a [ffi Conwntion @E€s into
lorce.'
(r) This prticulaly involrc the Euopa Inrctmmt Bmk which should
' ' be abie to go oi grmting loaos to irronote the iuilu5trializtim of tlrc
AAMS mder improved onditiom, i.e. there should be a more sFtmatic
grmting of,interest rebate @ ths loils; it should use its om ruds
to puc.base mjrority holdings il the epitsl stmctue of mterPris;
it ;hould grut fnaicial assiitae to DeveloPmert Bels. Se rePort
by Mr, Thom, op. cit. parc. a4/91.
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125. The institutional machinery created by the
Yaound6 Convention ought to go on operating in
the norma^l way. Similarly, emergency measures
ought to be taken with reference to trade.
X-Conclusions.
126. In view of the criticisms that have, from time
to time, been levelled at the Association, it is
fortunate that an African Rapporteur should now
have the opportunity, in this report to the Parlia-
mentary Conference of the Association, to draw
the conclusions that emerge from four years of
activities pursuant to the Yaound6 Convention.
This Convention, of course, followed on from
Part Four of the Treaty of Rome. Thus the Associa-
tion can today look back on nearly l0 years of co-
operation between the Six and the Eighteen.
Truth to tell, our Association draws its strength
and dynamism from a practical situation and from
a network of long-established links to which agree-
ments have most adventitiously given a precise and
yet flexible legal form.
127. The critisms d.irected at the Association
Council and Committee should not cause us to
forget the sound record of these institutions in the
year under review.
There are, of course, many problems which
have not been solved. Others are still being analyzed
but a great many of the difficulties encountered
by the Associated States have been tackled and
new approaches are taking shape which will, we
hope, soon be translated into practical results.
128. It is financiat ana technical co-operation
which has brought the most substantial benefits
to the economieS of the Associated States. It has
enabled them to achieve undoubted progress at a
time when assistance from the industrialized Statcs
to the developing countries is tending to diminish.
It is encouraging to see that the European Economic
Community has appropriated sums exceeding
1,000m a.u. for the AAMS.
It is, indeed, a pity that some of the funds
earmarked for repayable assistance (special EDF
loans and ordinary EIB loans) have not been used;
those lyho drafted the Yaound6 Convention
certainly overestimated the ability of the AAMS
to submit economic projects which could be
financed by such loans. The difiiculties inherent
in this situation should be carefully analyzed and.,if possible, dealt with when the Association is
renewed.
The scale of the needs of the Associated States
and the considerable losses they incur because of the
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fall in price of their products mean that Europe
must make a greater efiort in the case of financial
assistance in the new Convention, especially bearing
in mind the growth in the national incomes of the
Six.
The new fund will thus have to be more sub-
stantial, have a wider range, be more flexible in the
appropriation arrangements and better fitted to
promoting the necessary industrialization of the
AAMS.
129. These are all grounds for legitimate
satisfaction but the record for trade in the Associa-
tion has not come up to the hopes which the
Associated States placed in the trade provisions
of the Yaound6 Convention.
It is true that the creation of free trade areas
between the Six EEC countries and each of the
Eighteen Associated States is alrnost an accom-
plished fact. Reciprocal preferences and the liber-
aTiz.ation of trade have led to an appreciable
increase in trade in the Association.
This growth has, however, been limited on both
sides in comparison with the growth in trade with
third countries, particularly with non-Associated
States in Africa.
As a result of the definition of the system for
agricultural products similar to and competitive
with European ones and for processed agriiultural
products, the intra-Community system has given
yay to various unilateral measures taken by the
,Community.
It has to be added that the effects and the
results of the implementation of the common
agricultural policy have meant even more serious
prejudice to the AAMS from those provisions in
the Convention which oblige them to bring their
prices in line with what are known as 'world
rates'; it is well known that these are often no more
than bargain prices, whereas the trade in agri-
cultural produce between industrialized countries
is now carried on within organized markets under
protection arrangements which are usually substan-
tial.
L30. The new Convention vrill have to deal
satisfactorily with this whole range of anomalies.
Our hearts prompt us to look at where we stand
in relation to the world at large and to assess the
problem of the developing countries in a way that
gives practical expression to the solidarity of the
third world. Our minds, however, oblige us in the
light of experience to accept that, at present, this
would be unrealistic and fraught with danger
because it would tend to destroy the machinery
created by the Yaound6 Convention without its
being clear, pending a solution to the problem of
underdevelopment, how and by what it would be
replaced.
This is why we are resolved to maintain the
Association for it is a living reality. We are agreed
on the goal we have to achieve, which is to make
the 18 African and Malagasy States into developed
nations; it is now a question of adjusting our
me2ns for action by improving their efficiency.
Consequently a clear-sighted approach calls for an
adjustment and a consolidation of the Association.
The Association shouldbe regarded as a contin-
uous operation. It is not possible either to plan
or to build in uncertainty, so it is in the interests
of all to give permanence to, this framework, within
which the contents alone would be periodically
subject to modification by joint agreement between
the partners. This is, indeed, dependent on creating
a certain state of mind. The 24 partners in the
Association are fully aware of sharing a cofllmon
destiny, which binds them together, and it may be
expected that the reason, the generosity and the
soliaarity since the Association began will not fail
to grow in strength, so that the next Association
system may measure up in full to the aspirations
of all.
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,ANNEX I
Details 6f Qe6glrrnif5r ."5o1.6hips awarded to nationals of the Associated States(l)
(1) Souce: Euopu Commlslon.
Se also ttro report bv Mr. Metzger m the problem'of Smcial ad trr'.tcal ccolBratiotr wtthin the EEC-AAMS As@iation, Doc. gg of the EuopeanPdlimmt, 2 JuIy 1968.
(8) The EEC also,awads scholarships to natlotrals of tho non-indelmdmt overseas States md territoriG with which it is ffiiated.
(b) Breakdown into country of award
(lilcntage ligurx rrundcd, of)
Israel
(a) Breakdown into country of origin of AAMS nationals receiving scholarships (years tg6l-Ig6g)
'Country l96l-62 .1962-63 | lgOg+a 1964-65 1965-66 ts66-67 1967-68
Burundi
Cameroon
Cdntral African Republic
Cotgo-BtazzavilJe
Congo-Ilinshasa
Ivory Coast
Dahomey
Gabon
Upper Volta
Maddgascar
Mali
Mauritania
Niger
Rwanda
Senegal
Somalia
Chad
Togo
I
I
2
l9
57
23
t2
s8
3
47
0
4
t5
8,
t3
30
l)
ll
t9
4t
2
22
69
M
20
36
r6
39
24
ll
2t
l0
19
36
30
a
33
oo
t7
27
87
58
27
4t
36
47
3B
r9
3l
3l
37
47
28
30
68
tt2
36
r28
166
76
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4t
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39
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37
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203 I
,;l
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,::l
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36 I
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76 I
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20t
34
46
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35
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Total Associated States(2) 306 466 686 1,241 r,632Jl,67elr,eao
Whue traiaed 1961-62 1962-irg 106:r-64 190465 1965-66 196&67 r957-68
Belgium and- Luxembourg
France
Qermany (Fed. Rep.)
Italy
Netherlands
Africa and Madagascar
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L7
6
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6
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(c) Breakdown into @e of training given
r96r-62
r962-63
r963-64
1964-65
r966-66
r966-67
(d) Breakdown of scholarships awarded in 1967-68 into country of origin of AAMS
nationals receiving awards and type of traiuing given
Burundi
Cameroon
Central AJrican Republi
Congo-Brazzaville
Congo-I{inshasa
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Country of origin E@nomics Agrlcultre Technology Profsimlor women Total
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(e) Brealrdown showing poun,tries where training was given and scholarships awarded
iD 1967-68
in lh.e rryrnbet Sbles
Belgiup
Germany
Fra.nce
Italy
Netherlands
1l
ln lka Associ,oted AfricaTz
onfl, Mal,agosy States
Bqundi
Camerodn
C.otgc-BtazzaviTle
Congo-I{iashasa
Ivory Coast 
.
Dahomey
Upper Yolta
MaIi
Mauritania
Rwaada
1"":*'
in Israel ,
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, 298
261
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2
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n
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'Pirrt-time 
courses conducted locally to train managers for small enterprises were,
also financed; 183_ poople took,such courses in 1967-1968 in tJreir owa countries, as
Cameroon
Congo-Brazzaville
Congo-I(inshasa
Gaboa, '
Madagascar
:
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ANNEX II
The general guideUnes for fnancial and tedrnical
ceoperatlon, as laid down by the Associatlon
Council at its third and flfth sessions (Resolutions
1/66 and 2/67), cover the various aspdcts of co-
operdtion; they are stilt perfectly valid and will
continue to apply. The proposals made below are
designed, to supplement these guidelines on the
basis of experience gained.
Econqrnic anil soc4,al Lntsestments and'
technical asclstance
l. In the iaterests of economic co-operation and
of iater-AIrican trade, tJre Assdciated States con-
cerned will try, tn the most approprlate way, to
harmonlze their investment proiects so as to
promote tpe development of all the States-concerned
uider the most economic coridltlons posslble and so
as to help strengthen the solidaritf between them.
The Community, for. its parq is ready to help
thb AAMS in aehieving thts goal bv providing sudt
tecbaical assistance as the AAMS may pequest to
draw up co-ordinated investment irrogramrnes in
spheres where regional co-operatlon is desirable. It
wfll promote the exdrange of informatlon for this
purpose.
In the sphere of industrializatlon in particular,
the drive abeady under way wllt be contl.nued and
even stepped up, wlth a view to establtshing (i)
investment programmes whldr are dovetailed at
multi-natlonal level and (ii) market agreements
organizing the dtstribution area for the products of
the new iridustries.
2- rn selecting projects affecting agricultural
producflon, aII due attention phould be paid to
Thfual Rmolution
oi tle Amiation Council on' the.generil guidelines for financial and technical co-operation
expandlng the output of foodstuffs, hand io fr".O
with the efforts ia the sphere of industrial crops.
3. To develop stoelr-raising, the producing countries
will have to dovetail their effortS to improve
livestock still further, particularly from the health
standpoint, and to increase productivity. The
emphasis here wifl be on designing and creating
modernized production and marketlng structures.
To ensure that stodr-raising makes' a bigger
contribution towards raising the living standards in
the AAMS, the scope of the agreements between
Alricaa FroducinB and consuming States must be
vlidened in order to regularize and improve the
flow of animal Product sulgPlies.
4. Without prejudicing the special national
fulterests of t,Le Associated States, greater importance
should be attached to creating snfl imFroving the
means of communication, particularly between
States, where the aim is ,to facilitate trade and
reduce th€ handicap of the regions and countries in
the interior.
. 
Ocanpatlon anil manaqerl,al' trattn'lng
-5. In order tb make the best use of existing
oossibilitles to meet the maior need for flaining 6f
in" eanus, dhe Communtty and the Associated
States ought together to see how treinlng methods
can be diversifled, particularly through the use of
new teactring tedtniques.
The present text.enters lnto force on 23 July 1968'
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' I-Introd,uctlon and,.generol consid,erations
On 3 April 1968, the Commlssion of the European
Communities submltted to the Council of the Com-
munities a Note on the problems of renewing the
Yaound6 Convention.
In this Note the Commission reafflrmed its
support for continuing the Association after the
explry of the Yaound6 Conveniion (81 May 1969)
and indicated appropriate grridetines for the new
Convention.
The Note begins wtth a poUtical introduction
stressing the meanfurg and irnportance of the
Association, whidr it describes as an essential
component of the Q666rrnif,5r construction. The
EEC-AAMS Association is a tangible expression of
the Community's acttVity in regard to development
assistance. It is also an original and constructive
contribution whidr provides evidence of the possi-
bilities of co-operation and mutual trust between
ths indusfrialized countries and those in the throes
of economic development. TLre Association has
promoted the establishment or the consolidation of
relations between the African States and tn.
member States of the EEC. The Association must
remain open but the European Commission does
not consider that it is possible at the moment to
have a sfungle Association including the 1g countries
already associated and nele applicants. This would
imply an appreclable increase in the resources to
,be earmarked for flnancial aid; it would also affec,t
relations wlth other thlrd countries and involve a
revlew of the particlpation of new. appUcants in
,other preferential areas (the Commonwealth). The
analysis of these questlons has led the Commission
to believe that sueh a system is not conslstent withpresent realities and possibll.ities.
The entry of the United Kingdom and other
European countries into the Community, on the
other hand, would make it possible to have a .great
Association'. In short, the inclusion of English-
speaking countr{es in the EEC-AAMS Assoeiation
is, for the Commission, Iinked with the enlargement
of the.Community.
At present,. the Commlssion conslders ftrat tlre
most suitable arrangement would be as follows: an
Assoclation urith the 18 AAMS, open to the
accesslon.of other countries and, hand in hand withthis, distinct association agreements with otherAfrican countries having comparable productions
and stmctures. These distfurct agreements would be
modelled on the Yaound6 Convention without,
however, containiirg any provlsions on ffnancial
and tedrnical assistance and wlth ,fifferent provisionsin certain flelds. Practlcally speaking and bearing
g4
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the real situafion in mind, the ,procedure to be
followed would be:
(a) to initiate and successfully conclude negotiationsfor the renewal of the yaound6 Convention
whith is the model for any Association with the
African countries and remains open;
@) expedite the implementation of the Lagos
Agreement with Nigeria;
(c) successfully conclude the negotiations with the
East African countries.
The Commission considers that all the essential
machinery of the Association should be maintained,
with certain improvements. The experience gained
has shown that it would be enough to improve theprovisions of the Yaound6 Convelrtion on certaiapoints which have, in practice, proved to be
inconsistent with the end ln view.
The changes envisaged by the Commission
mainly concenr products which are not importedfree of duty into the Community, i.e. agricultural
products which are similar to and competitive with
certain Community products; a system of con-
tractual prices and trade preferences hds been
suggested for them. The other main new features
would be an undertaklng by the Six not to increase
and, in some cases, to reduce consumer taxes ontropical products, assistance 'to help African
bananas and an adjustement of the level of
flnancial aid in relation to the lncrease in cost andpopulation.
II-E conomic anil financzal que stions
The European Commission is in favour of
maintaining the preferential trade arrangements
between the EEC and the AAMS.
The situation urill be different from
obtaining when the Yaound6 Convention
Summary of ttre Note from the f,qmmissisp of the Communities to the Council of the
communities on the problems of the renewal of the yaounil6 convention
that
was
negotiated because there urill no longer be any
customs duties within the Community as from
1 July next; hence there will be no customs duties
vis-A-vis the Associated States (apart from some
exceptions). It will no longer be a question ofphasing out duties but purely and slmply of
applytng the intra-Cop1nrrnif,5r system of the free
movement of goods without prejudice to the special
conditions governing African products similar to
and competitive with European agricultural products
and some of the products of the foodstuffs industry.
/ The position regardi:rg AAMS products imported
into the Community is as follows:
I
F
i
I
I
t
I
I
I
I
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l. lnd,ustial proiluets
The preference given to the AAMS as compared
with third countries will be dependent on the level
of the Community cwtoms tariff.
2. Tropi.cal products
The Community has alrelady reduced its external
tarlff duties forthird countries, thus corresporldingly
reducing the preference in favour of the AAMS.
Other developments cannot be ruled out an! may
include world commodity agreements, whictr would
provide the AAMS with markets at reasonable,
stable prices. It wiU, in some cases, be difflcult for
the Community to adjust its tariffs for third
countries, bearing in mind the difficulties encountered
by the AAMS exports and the reductions already
made under the Kennedy Round @ananas,
pineapples).
The Commission adds, however, that the pre-
ference givenr to a tropical product ought to be
subject to rqview during the terrrbftheConvention,
if international measures affecting the product gave
beneflts to the AAMS which are at least equivalent
to those they would attract under the preferential
system.
3, Products si,mi,lar to and competl,tioe uith
E ur o p e an a g r'1, cultur al pr o d,u ct s
The measures at present in force have the effect
of somewhat reducing the ffnancial burdens levied
by the Community on importation. The effects are
marginal and statistics show that exports have not
expanded. The Commission therefore feels that the
EEC should be ready to work out new arrangements,
whidr would give greater satisfaction to the AAMS
without prejudicing the interests of Community
agriculture.
It is in this connexion that the Commission
suggests the 'contractual price' method. fnstead of
paying the world price to. the AAMS, the Com-,
munity would base its transactions on contractual
prices, to be negotiatedwiththe countries concerned,
bearing ,in mind the cost prlces in t[e (producing)
Associated States. Thls system would be parttcularly
suitable for products subject to lew. As regards
products subject to customs duties, the Community
could envisage tariff reductions down to the ntl-
duty levels.
4. Processed, agrtcultural products (tood,stutf s
industrA)
The Commission considers that the system
applicable to these products' should be clearly
indicated in the new Convention and be veryliberal
because the products concerned ar'e the result of a
second processing. One of the aims of the Association,
after all, is to encourage the AAMS to become
industrialized, particularly through processing
agricultural products. The system concerned should
be based on the following two principles:
(i) trade beneflt vis-d-vis third countries; this
should be identical with that which the member
States enjoy;
(ii) the ctrarging of a lew on the basic ,product
used, calculated by reference to the'contractual
price' worked out for the basic prodirct in
, question.
5. Consu,rner tates
Although it is not certain that a reduction in
consumer taxes would have such a- favourable
effect on AAMS exports as they might expect, the
EEC should take action here, bearing in mind the
insistence with whidr the abolition of this obstacle
to conSumption has been called for.
Reciprocitg on the pafi oJ the AAMS
anil otherineasures
Reciprocity should be required of the AAMS
and should theoretically be very wide-ranging; the
application of this principle could, hpwever, be
flexible through recourse to numerous exceptions.
Products originating in the Community should
theoretically be free of duty on elrtry Irto all the
AAMS. The preference given to the Six should be
real, even on the part of those countries whictr have
not yet applied any preferential measure. Yet the
AAMS option to maintain, establish or raise duties
and taxes on imported goods to protect their
industry or for budgetary reasorui should .be
maintained.
The possibility of maintaining <iuantitative
restrictions for the same reasons or to protect local
agricultural production would remain and this
possibility would apply both nationally and regionally(if the AAMS concluded agreements amongst
themselves to , promote the marketing of their
products within a certain area).
The Community should show real understanding
as regards the freedom of the AAMS to organize
customs unions, and inter-State market organizations
and even the freedom to conclude agreements with
other developing countries, in so far as sucih
agreements are endorsed by IINCTAD or GATT.
llI-F l,nanct al an il, t echnical co' op er ati,on
The relevant provisions in the Yaound6 Con-
vention have proved serviceable, being sufflciently
varie{, flexible and complete broadly to measure up
to the different needs of the Associated States.
Community help is a key feature in the economic
development of these countries. The growing and
disturbing indebtedness of the develdplng countries
prompts the suggestion that the new Association
should not abandon ffnancial aid in the form of
grants-in-aid (while continuing with the system of
speeial loans in favour of those Associated States
wlidt are sufflcienUy developed).
There are several flelds in whiefr the operation
of this assistance-i.e. the operating methods of the
European Development Fund-is completely satis-
factory and there is no need to-plan any change.
i
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In other flelds, new criteria should be taken
into account or, altematively, the present criteria
should be made more preclse and adjusted,
particularly wtth regard to the following sectorf:
l. IrutestmEnts for the pu?pose of improoing agri-gtlturol structures
A great effort should be made to improve the
productivity and viability of farrns. Ttre bulk of the
appropriations should be used to improve on
established farming methods by recourse to
enclosures over a fairly long period and by peking
those involved familiar with modern techniques.
2, Inuestments in intustri,alizati,on
The Community's contribution to flnancing new
industries in the Assoclation directly has not, so far,
been on a very large scale. When major projects
are of real interest, they tend to flnd other sources
of flnance. There are stilt not very many projects'
on a medium scale and their interest is dependent
on the organization of adequate regional markets.
The Community could do more and be more effective
wlth regard to sm:ll-scale projects concerning
industries tailored to the needs of national domestlc
markets. The EEC could here use local development
banks for'relay' purlroses and couple the lnvestments
proper with high-level technical assistance from the
development bank.
In any event, the Community should continue to
arrange loans to private enterprises and it would
also be desirable to envisage measures likely to
encourage private investments; in thls connexion,
it would be in the interests of the AAMS to glve
guarantees to this category of investments.
3, Infrastructur e i,rus estments
The new Convention should enable the Community
to induce the Associated States to make the necessary
efforts to see that the basic serrices created are
used in an effective manner and not allowed to
deteriorate too quickly for ladr of the means of
upkeep. ObUgations should be provided for, sudt
as a requirement that the beneflciary States
apbropriate sufflcient sums for a road fund, using
its resources for this specific purpose.
Subject to this reservation, the Comniunity
should continue to flnance basic service projects(transport, telecommunications, education, health,
etc.) whidr are of general iaterest"
4. T echnica\ co-operatlon
Teehnical co-operation is the necessary aidjunct
to flnancial help, and so the training of manpower
must be stepped up. The facilities of some non-
governmental organizations, sue.h as that of the
'Young Volunteers' might also be made use of. Ttre
Commission draws attention to the desirability of
language cogrseb, of coupling certain European
educational'establlshments with ones in Africa, the
organization of training conferences, not only in
Europe but in Africa, etc. What on the other hand,
must be avoided is a situation where the EDF is
flnancing current expenditure on administration,
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upkeep and operation in connexion with projects
carried through. It should therefore be laid down
that help will only be given to set an i:rvestment
in motion
5. HeLp atiecti,ng the prices, pro(htcttut anil
rnarketing of products etporteil bA the AAMS
The Yaound6 Conventionprovides that assistance
of this kind should enable the AAMS to adjust
their production to world market conditions; they
are due to be phased out in 1969. In some cases,
however, the time interval of flve years has proved'
insufflcient for the AAMS to make their production
competitive; this form of assistance can therefore
not be abandoned.
Ttre Commission explains this situation by
referring to the deterioration of some world prices
and the lad< of world market organizations, the
lad< of ald for production in the case of bananas
and tJle insufflcient expanslon of AAMS exports to
the Common Market. The following forms of aid
should be envisaged:
(i) impr ooi,ng prod,uction,
(li) help designed, to offset the eftect of the
ileteriorati.on i,n the prices of some products.
These are products whieh bring the bulk of the
export receipts of one or more of the AAMS and
whldr are not covered by world agreements. If
world prices should fall sharply below a certain
level, the Community would intervene.
The Commission also proposes to maintain the
system of repayable advances to the stabilization
funds to contend with treasury ditficulties in the
event of any major cyclical fluctuation in price:
(i\ assistance tor banarws,
(ii) help to promote marketi.ng and soles. The
Ccimmission suggests that there should be a newform of non-repayable help for fairs and
exhibitions of a commercial nature and for
tedrnical assistance designed to improve thequality and the return on ancillary services(particularly transport), for training agents forffre external trade services, for publicity
campaigns, for market promotlon studies, etc.
As regards tbe fi,nancial techni,ques of aid,, the
European Commission reviews the following points:
l. Grants-i,n-aid
These should form the bulk of the Community's
assistance, bearing in mind the economlc situation
and indebtedness of most of the AAMS.
2. Speci.al loans
The Yaound6 Convention provided for $46m of
special loans; difflculties arose in making use of
them. The Associated States did not seem able to
repay in cumency the loans received for projects
which were not going directly to produce currency.
A broader interpretation enabled the bodies respons-
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technique whictr was not explicitly
laid down in the texts: the formula of,the 'two-
stage loan' distinguished between currency loans,
to be repaid over a long'term by the beneflciary
State, and concomitant loans, whidt had to be
repaid to the State in local currency more rapidly
by whoever promoted the project. The beneflciary
State thus obtained supplementary receipts in the
short term, whidr had to be used in a productive
manner under the control of the Community.
The European Commission considers that this
formula should be explicitly included ln the'new
Convention and that, in some cases, one should go
even further ancl make it possible to grant special
, loans whidr are directly repayable in local cur-
rencies. The repayments and interest would be
used ]ocally by the EDF.
3. Inter est r qpaqments
The possibility open to the Associated States of
a[eviating-the flnancial burdens resulting from a
normal loan by a reduction of the rate of interest
(borne by the EDF) has not yet been made use of.
The Commission suggests that this option should,
nevertheless, remain open.
4. The uti.li,zati.on o! aisi,stance
The European Commission considers that th<i
key provisions now in force should be maintained.
On three important points, however, it suggests
dranges or improvements, to wit:
ll) Parti,ctpati.on o! enterprises i.n the erecution
of proiects
The general principle whereby all companies in
all the member States may compete for the
award of contracts and respond to invitations
to tender can not, under any circumstance, be,
called into question: but the Commission
considers that, in two speciflc cases, allowahces
should be made. The flrst concerns industrihli-
zation projects, where the intervention of the
EDF is designed to facilitate investment by a
private enterprise. Thls enterprise should be
able to either meet its own needs for plant or
maehinery, etc., or to order whatever it thinks
appropriate. The second case iswork ofnegligible
importance, which is of no interest except to
'looal enterprises, sudr as urgent supplles whldt
are bf negligible value. The Commission feels
that local calls for tenders should, exceptionally,
' be authorized.
(r1) The general recoil of finar*ial dtarges
The Commibsion thinks it would be deslrable
. to have a general record of the flnancial ctrarges,
whictr should be common to all the AAMS, to
- remedy the difflculties stemming from the
variety and complexity of the present regulations.
This single document should be applicable to all
the markets for work or supply contrects
flnanced by the EDF. Under the new Convention
the AAMS should 
-undertake to. include this
text in their national legislations.
(iii) ?oc coacessions
The new Convention should contain express
provision for tax exemption on investments
flnanced by the EDF. These should at least
include exemption from the registration duty
and the special temporary admission of materials ,
for the work contract markets and the exemptlon
from duty and other entry drarges with respect
to the supply contracts market
5. The arnount oJ assi'stance
Bearing in mind the needs of the Associated
States and their ability to use the credits ahdgrants
received, the Commission considers, that, from two
points of view it would be desirable to start from
the principlq that the actual contribution of the
Community should at least remain constant:
(a)the needs of the AAMS (the.rise in local costs
and the increase in population ought to be borne
in mind);
(b) the effort made by the member States (the
growth in'the gross Dational product of the
member States should be taken into accourit).
This reassessment would tend to increase the
total volume of assistance given, as compared with
the Second EDF. In addition, the new assistance
for marketing products and pfomoting sales should
be added to the sums earmarked for other types of
action.
lY-Other protsi,srlorrs of the Associ,ation
(a) Ri,ght of establishment and' senil'ces
The principle of equality between nationals and
flrms of the member States is flrrnly established. It
is not a question of complete liberalization but bf
re'moving discrimination. The new Convention
should only include provisions of a conservatory
nature.
b) PaAments, i,nuestrnents, capi,tal rrloDqfiLents
fhe provisions of the present ionvention could
be retained intact, subject to one point. The
undertaking not to discriminate sliould be coupled
urith a most-favoured-nation clause for the beneflt
of the EEC so that the concessions at present
extended by an Associated country to other third
countries should automatically be extended to
natiopals and flrms of the member States.
(c) lnsti,tutions
- The Commission has no major ehange td suggest
as regards the operation of the Association's
institution; provision might, however, be pnade for
the Assoclation Committee to meet at a lower level
than that of the Ambassadors of the member States
and of the Associated States in some cases.
(d) Term of the neut Assoaati'on
The European- Commission is in favour of a
flve-year period, i.e. exactly the same period as
that covered by the Yaound6 Convention.
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ANNEX IV
t
T he Eur op e an P arliam ent,
(a) having regard to the Memorandum addressed by
the Commission of the European Communities to
the Council concerning the problems connected
with the renewal of the Yaound6 Convention(Doc. 33/68);
(b) having regard to the report of the Committee on
Relations with African States and Madagascar
and to the Opinions rendered by the Committee
on Agriculture, the Committee for Finance and
Budgets and the Committee on Extemat Trade
Relations (Doc. 137/);
1. Expresses its wish to see the EEC-AAMS
Association continug on the eipiry of the yaound6
Convention, on the same bases and in the same
spirit as the current Convention;
2. Notes with regret that the welcome step taken
by the Commission of the Communities fur presenting
to the Council, in April 1968, a memorandum on
the problems connected with the renewal of the
Convention has not been followed up at Council of
Ministers level, by speciflc measures for carrying
into effect without delay the provisions of Article 60
of the Convention;
3. Afflrms that, despite its advantages, the
Association cannot be regarded as the EECs only
answer to the problems of the developing countries
because its development aims imply acflon on a
much wider scale on behalf of all the third world
countries, particularly the least favoured among
them;
4. Considers that the new Convention should
remain in force for a seven-year term so as to
,enable the Associated States to draw up development
plans covering a longer period and, ln the light of
the experience gained, to avoid the dlsadvantages
of having to embark on ffesh negotiations after too
short an interval;
5. Hopes that the institutions set up unAer the
terms of the current Convention can continue to
eruiure effective co-operation between the parties
to the Associatlon;
6. Considers that a more rapid expansion of
trade is essential if the aims of the Association areto be achieved, and in particular that the Com-
munity should:
(i) lay down the treatrnent to be given to imports
of agricultural products similar to, and com-petitive with, European products in a more
38
Resolution on the renewal of tle Yaountl6'Convention adopted on 2 October 1968 by the
European Parliament following the debate on the report by Mr. Thorn (Doc. 132/6g)
generous spirit, in line with the proposals of
' the Commission of the Communitles;
(ii) prolong the present arrangement for duty-free
imports of certain processed agricultural products
and, if necessary, extend it to further products;'
(iii) do its utmost to eliminate diparities as between
member States in the treatmpnt of products
imported from the Associated States, as will be
the case, for example, on the expiry on 81 De-
eember 1969 of .the special treatment accorded
in the Benelux countries to imports of unroasted
coffee;
7. Considers that the new Association should not
be an obstacle to the introduction of generalized
preferences provided for by the New Delhi Con-
ference for the finished and semi-flnished products
of all the developing countries;
8. Endorses the proposals of the Commission of
the Communities under which aid should be given,
subject to certain conditions, for the purpose of
mitigathg the effects of a sharp decllne-below the
reference price-in the prices of certain products
not covered by world agreements and representing,for one or more of the Associated States, the
essential source of their export revenue;
9. Reiterates its desire to see a reduction in the
effects of the indirect taxes which, in certain
member States, are imposed on products importedfrom the developing co ,ntries, among them the
AAMS;
10. Considers that the volume of aid provided
through the agency of the European Development
Fund should be increased as mudl. as possible-with
due regard for the increase in the cost of projects,
in the population of the Associated States and in
the GNP of the member States-and be brought to
an average of at least 200 milllon units of aecount
a year;
11. Considers that, while contfunuing to preserve
the unity of development aid policy, the way in
which aid is granted should de diversifled still
further, so as. more closely to meet the essential
, requirements of the Associated States;
12. Considers that the European Investment Bank
should be provided with wider facilities so as to
enable investments in the Associated States to be
increased still further;
13. Invites the Commission of the Communities
and the Council to continue co-operating w.ith the
l,
AAMS' ln the same spirit aud on trlore generoqs
llaesl
14. Urges on tJre Cogncil thg nead to bring the
negotlatlons to a successful coacluslon so that the
new'Convention may be ratifled by its signatories
il tirhe to permit it to come loto force on I June.
'1e89; , ' ( ,,
I
16. Invites tts President to transmtt this resoluflon,
toSether wilh the report of the parliarnentary
committee concerne{ to tJre Council and Com-
mission of the Eurqpean Comrnunitiee and, fbr ,
inforrhatron, to the Associetion Councif, the Pre-
sident$'of tte parUaments of tJre Assooiated States
and tlie members of thb.Parliamentary Conference l
of the Association.
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